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Abstract
Over the last decade, the Indigenous right to free, prior and informed consent has become
highly popularized within the private sector as a method of engaging Indigenous communities
adversely affected by projects. Manifesting in various guidelines, “how to do” notes, and
policies, free, prior and informed consent has found a new incarnation and application through
the acronym ‘FPIC’. However, despite this proliferation of materials, there continues to be a
marked failure to implement FPIC successfully worldwide. This thesis begins to question this
shortfall, by offering the idea that the problems encountered at the practical level of
operationalization are symptomatic of greater discords evident on the conceptual level of FPIC.
By conducting literary close-readings on eight texts purported to be influential guidelines on
implementing FPIC, this paper exposes the different understandings of free, prior and informed
consent held by various stakeholders, including the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues,
industry standard-setting bodies, international financial institutions, and Indigenous
organizations. Dialoguing these interpretations, this thesis reveals that as the meeting place of
two underlying perspectives or worldviews, FPIC continuously fails to be sufficiently
implemented due to the multiple understandings of its nature, its goal, and the way in which it
functions.
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Foreword
“Let’s be honest, implementing UNDRIP should not be scary,” concluded Minister
Carolyn Bennett during her speech to the 15th session of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Issues in May 2016.1 Minister Bennett had just announced that Canada, one of the four countries
who had originally voted against the endorsement of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), would be implementing the Declaration domestically, “without
qualification.”2 Codifying the entirety of the Indigenous rights regime, the UNDRIP also mandates
a series of justiciable rights, of which the most well-known is the right to free, prior and informed
consent.
Covering all forms of Indigenous property rights, the right to free, prior and informed
consent, or ‘FPIC’ as it is colloquially known, ensures that States receive consent from the
Indigenous peoples concerned, before taking any decisions which may affect them. While this
extends to cultural, intellectual, religious, and spiritual property rights, FPIC is most contentious
when it comes to issues of territorial property and the private sector – projects usually requiring
extraction, forced relocation, or causing environmental repercussions.3 Notwithstanding the fact
that obtaining consent from Indigenous peoples before embarking upon a project is
counterintuitive to the way most mainstream businesses function, for Canada in particular,
implementing FPIC domestically will require deep-rooted change for more than 50% of the

Meagan Wohlberg, “Fully Adopting UNDRIP: Minister Bennett’s Speech at the United
Nations”, Northern Public Affairs, May 11, 2016, accessed December 27, 2016,
http://www.northernpublicaffairs.ca/index/fully-adopting-undrip-minister-bennetts-speech/
2 Ibid.
3 U.N. General Assembly, “United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Resolution/Adopted
by the General Assembly”, September 13, 2007, (A/RES/61/295), accessed January 5, 2017,
http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf, Art.11
1
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world’s mining companies who are domiciled there.4 When it comes to FPIC, several Canadian
mining companies have gained notoriety for failing to appropriately consult and inform
communities, resulting not only in targeted violence and violation of Indigenous rights, but also
endangering the self-determined survival of Indigenous peoples themselves.5 Instituting a
requirement for free, prior and informed consent would force companies headquartered in Canada
to rethink their policies, domestically and extra-territorially.
As an Indigenous ally and Canadian citizen, I understood Minister Bennett’s statement to
be a crucial opening for positive change in Canada’s often destructive interactions with Indigenous
peoples worldwide. While implementing the UNDRIP domestically has myriad implications in
recognizing and reinstating First Nations and Inuit self-determination, the right to free, prior and
informed consent has reverberations beyond state borders. With this as my impetus, I decided to
focus my project on best practice examples of FPIC globally, in an effort to present an overview
of positive trends within the extractives landscape in particular. However, as I quickly discovered,
these examples were virtually nonexistent, with the exceptions based on extraordinary
circumstances, or pre-existing external relationships between company and community. Although
implementing the UNDRIP should not be ‘scary’, understanding how to appropriately engage in

“Canada’s Enhanced Corporate Social Responsibility to Strengthen Canada’s Extractive Sector Abroad,”
Government of Canada, accessed December 27, 2016, http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accordscommerciaux/topics-domaines/other-autre/csr-strat-rse.aspx?lang=eng: While this figure is based off statistics
from 2013, the number has only grown since then.
5 For example, see: Marco Chown Oved, “Canadian Company Tried to Stop Referendum on Mine in Guatemala,”
Toronto Star, August 11, 2016, accessed December 5, 2016,
https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2016/08/11/canadian-company-tried-to-stop-referendum-on-mine-inguatemala.html ; MiningWatch Canada, “Canadian Government Abdicates Responsibility to Ensure Respect for
Human Rights”, Business and Human Rights Resource Center, May 16, 2011, accessed December 5, 2016,
https://business-humanrights.org/en/canada-govt-closes-oecd-guidelines-complaint-brought-against-goldcorp-byindigenous-people-affected-by-marlin-mine-in-guatemala-miningwatch-criticises-canada#c59224; MiningWatch
Canada, “International Organizations Denounce Violence Against Indigenous Community in Mexico; Community
Seeks Answers from Teck Resources”, MiningWatch Canada, November 6, 2015, accessed December 5, 2016,
http://miningwatch.ca/news/2015/11/6/international-organizations-denounce-violence-against-indigenouscommunity-mexico
4
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FPIC processes appears to be. It was at this point in my research that I began to ask the question,
why? Why is there a steady failure to implement FPIC appropriately, worldwide? My thesis is
motivated by this question, and grapples with it by interrogating the very essence of the right to
free, prior and informed consent itself, and the varying interpretations present.
I would like to thank Mark Wielga and Catherine Coumans for taking the time to speak
informally about their experiences and opinions on how FPIC is being operationalized within the
extractives sector, and Daniela Ikawa for asking tough questions. Thank you to Joanne Bauer for
her consistent support, and for pushing me to question my assumptions, and to Elsa
Stamatopoulou, for her mentorship and guidance, and for reminding me that there is no such thing
as development, only peoples’ visions of it.
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idaggaggwa, odurdaggaggwa, isliggwa arbaed igar
In order for work to be successful, there must be consultations between the
parties, adaptable management of information, and transparency.6
FPIC in the Guna language, an Indigenous community in
present-day Panama

Carolyn Bennett, the minister for Indigenous and Northern Affairs, says
May 9 in a speech at the United Nations that Canada now accepts the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples ‘without reservation’.
But later in the year, it becomes clear that the federal government and
some Indigenous groups still disagree on the meaning of ‘free, prior and
informed consent’.7
Nunatsiaq News, “Nunavut in 2016: A Look at the Year’s
Biggest Stories”, 4 January 2017

Introduction: A Complicated Right
On September 13, 2007 the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) was adopted by the UN General Assembly, after nearly 25 years of
negotiation.8 Marking a moment where international law, “the original dispossessor” of Indigenous
peoples’ rights and territories, acknowledged and accepted the sovereignty of Indigenous peoples,9

Antonella Cordone, How to Do: Seeking Free, Prior and Informed Consent in IFAD Investment Projects, Rome:
International Fund for Agricultural Development, 2015, accessed January 5, 2017,
https://www.ifad.org/documents/10180/beec86e1-270d-45a1-8786-4b749c9db733,p.28
7 Nunatsiaq News, “Nunavut in 2016: A Look Back at the Year’s Biggest Stories”, Nunatsiaq Online, January 4,
2017, accessed January 5, 2017,
http://www.nunatsiaqonline.ca/stories/article/65674nunavut_in_2016_a_look_back_at_the_years_biggest_storie
s/
8 Elvira Pulitano, Indigenous rights in the age of the UN declaration, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) p. 1
9 Cathal M. Doyle and Jerome Gilbert, “A New Dawn over the Land: Shedding Light on Collective Ownership
and Consent”, in Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, ed. Steve Allen and Alexandra
Xanthaki (Oxford: Hart Pub, 2011) p.291
6
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the lengthy period of discussion between Indigenous peoples and States stands as testament to the
contentious, yet fundamental, nature of the rights at stake.
While the UNDRIP’s extensive drafting process saw heated debate around the substance
of the Indigenous right to self-determination,10 in the years following the Declaration’s enactment,
the right to free, prior and informed consent has emerged as the new topic of contestation.
Enshrined within six separate articles of the UNDRIP, States are required to “obtain the free, prior
and informed consent” of the Indigenous peoples concerned, before taking any decisions which
may affect them.11 These include instituting legislative and administrative measures, and
embarking upon development projects which exploit natural resources or result in relocation.12
Focusing on the latter situation in particular, it quickly becomes evident why the Indigenous right
to free, prior and informed consent would be so controversial: for States who have historically
prioritized territorial sovereignty, acceding to the standard of receiving consent from Indigenous
communities is tantamount to accepting their claim to “permanent sovereignty over natural
resources.”13 With many contemporary States basing their economic decisions on the lucrative
exploitation of natural resources, instituting a requirement for consent heightens the risk of
temporal delay or financial cost.14

Asbjørn Eide, “The Indigenous Peoples, the Working Group on Indigenous Populations and the Adoption of
the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples”, in Making the Declaration Work, ed. Claire Charters and
Rodolfo Stavenhagen (Copenhagen: IWGIA, 2009), p.40
11 See Articles 10, 11, 19, 28, 29, 32 in UN General Assembly, “United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples: Resolution/Adopted by the General Assembly”
12 Indigenous Peoples and Minorities Section, “Free, Prior and Informed Consent of Indigenous Peoples”, Office of
the High Commissioner of Human Rights, September 2013, accessed December 12, 2016,
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/IPeoples/FreePriorandInformedConsent.pdf, p.1
13 UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Indigenous Peoples –
Indigenous peoples’ permanent sovereignty over natural resources: Final Report of the Special Rapporteur, Erica-Irene Daes. 13 July
2004, E/CN.4/Sub.2/2004/30. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/demo/IndigenousSovereigntyNaturalResources_Daes.pdf
14 Stefania Errico. “The Controversial Issue of Natural Resources: Balancing States’ Sovereignty with Indigenous
Peoples’ Rights”. In Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, edited by Steve Allen and
Alexandra Xanthaki. Oxford: Hart Pub, 2011. 329.
10
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The right to free, prior and informed consent applies to all forms of Indigenous ownership,
including territorial, cultural, intellectual, religious, and spiritual property.15 Through this holistic
interpretation within the provisions of the UNDRIP, the right to consent touches upon all facets of
Indigenous life. As a result, engaging with this concept becomes a complex matter from the outset;
pertinent to every aspect integral to the contemporary survival and resurgence of Indigenous
peoples, the right to free, prior and informed consent is undergirded by the entire corpus of thought
on contemporary Indigenous rights. As such, engaging in a process of free, prior and informed
consent necessitates the actors involved making certain determinations which pull in the most
fundamental facets of present-day indigeneity, enshrined within the UNDRIP. For example, some
of the most basic questions which can arise are:
v Why does the history of Indigenous peoples necessitate a consent requirement?
v Why must consent be obtained, instead of merely consultation?
v Whose consent should be obtained – who is Indigenous?
v What constitutes Indigenous property?
While this is a small sample, there are two strata of questions which emerge from simply
considering a free, prior and informed consent process: the theoretical level of the first two
questions, and the practical one of the latter two. Addressing the theoretical level requires
recognizing the decolonizing directive behind free, prior and informed consent as rectifying power
imbalances created by the dispossession of Indigenous sovereignty. This understanding must then
be applied to the practical level, to inform approaches to basic questions that remain cognizant of
the remedial nature of free, prior and informed consent.

UN General Assembly, “United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Resolution/Adopted
by the General Assembly”, Art.11
15
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At the heart of these complex questions and decisions is the Indigenous right to selfdetermination – the right from which free, prior and informed consent, and the entire Declaration
itself, is derived.16 In this sense, respect for the right to free, prior and informed consent has come
to symbolically and substantively represent the crux of the international struggle to uphold
Indigenous rights, the site where the totality of the Indigenous corpus gathers to give Indigenous
self-determination corporeal definition. As Will David, an adviser to the Assembly of First Nations
in Canada has stated, without free, prior and informed consent “there really are no Indigenous
rights.”17 Ultimately, embarking upon a process of free, prior and informed consent involves a
comprehensive engagement with the entirety of the UNDRIP and its underlying principles.
Despite the nuanced complexity demanded by the effective implementation of the right to
free, prior, and informed consent, it has become highly popularized outside of the traditional
citizen–State relationship prescribed by international law. Taken up by a variety of sectors and
actors who see the right as crucial to forging harmonious relations between Indigenous peoples
and neoliberal economies, free, prior and informed consent has found a new incarnation in ‘FPIC’,
a concept embedded within industry standards, financial institution safeguards, corporate
engagement policies, and implementation guidelines, among others. Often playing the role of
partners to the State in development projects, the private sector in particular has embraced FPIC
as a ‘good practice’ to mitigate risk and safeguard their projects from undue resistance. Aligning
with suggestions made in the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,18

Cathal M. Doyle and Jerome Gilbert. “A New Dawn over the Land: Shedding Light on Collective Ownership
and Consent”. In Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, edited by Steve Allen and
Alexandra Xanthaki. Oxford: Hart Pub, 2011.312
17 North Gladstone, Joshua and Rachel Singleton-Polster (eds). The Right to Free, Prior & Informed Consent.
Northern Public Affairs 4, no. 2 (2016). Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.northernpublicaffairs.ca/index/magazine/volume-4-issue-2/. 8
18 The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights encourage corporations to read the guidelines in
conjunction with other endorsed frameworks, according to the context: “Depending on circumstances, business
enterprises may need to consider additional standards. For instance, enterprises should respect the human rights of
16
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the retention of FPIC as a concept demonstrates growing recognition that in addition to States,
companies also have a responsibility to respect human rights.19
However, it is precisely in situations where the State, Indigenous peoples, and corporations
converge, that rampant violations of the right to free, prior and informed consent are observed
worldwide, creating a highly charged and dangerous environment. In 2015 alone, NGO Global
Witness reported the murders of 67 Indigenous land and environmental defenders,20 victims to
what scholars have termed ‘development aggression’ – the phenomenon of imposing projects on
Indigenous peoples without their consent.21 These projects include mining, hydroelectric,
agribusiness, logging, and other types of extractive industries.22 Given that this number represents
40% of the activists murdered in 2015, and that Indigenous peoples account for a mere 6% of the
world’s population,23 it is an understatement to say that Indigenous peoples are disproportionately
affected by ‘development aggression’. Furthermore, acknowledging that Indigenous territories
cover 20% of the world’s landmass,24 the majority of which have been carefully conserved by
communities to protect their natural resources, the issue of consent becomes crucial in
safeguarding the spiritual, cultural, and physical survival of Indigenous peoples globally.25

individuals belonging to specific groups or populations that require particular attention, where they may have
adverse human rights impacts on them. In this connection, United Nations instruments have elaborated further on
the rights of indigenous peoples…”(14)
19 S. J. Rombouts Having a say: indigenous peoples, international law and free, prior and informed consent. Oisterwijk,
Netherlands: Wolf Legal Publishers, 2014. 319
20 Global Witness. “On Dangerous Ground”. 20 June 2016. Accessed January 16, 2017.
https://www.globalwitness.org/en/reports/dangerous-ground/. 12
21 Gilbert and Doyle, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 304
22 Michel Forst. “As the global death toll rises, its time for business to protect environmental activists by letting
them have a voice.” 25 October 2016. Accessed January 16, 2017. https://www.globalwitness.org/en/blog/globaldeath-toll-rises-its-time-business-protect-environmental-activists-letting-them-have-voice/
23 Global Witness, “On Dangerous Ground”, 12
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid. See also, Doyle and Gilbert, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 304: “The
associated ongoing violations of indigenous peoples’ rights…and the fact that much of the world’s remaining
resources are located in indigenous territories, has led many indigenous peoples to conclude that development
aggression in the area of natural resource extraction poses a grave threat to their cultural survival.”
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Despite its emancipatory potential, a quick scroll through the headlines on major
development projects worldwide proves that time and time again, the blame for the foundering
relationship between Indigenous peoples and companies is placed on a failed or botched ‘FPIC’
process.26 Oftentimes, this is traced to deceptions committed by companies who are accused of
withholding information, hoodwinking Indigenous communities into providing consent for other
initiatives later used to validate extractive projects, giving Indigenous communities insufficient
time to reach consensus, and using open threats and intimidation to coerce Indigenous peoples into
saying ‘yes’. Even companies who outwardly have the best of intentions often fall prey to
underestimating the time and resources required for meaningful consultation with Indigenous
peoples, succumbing to pressure from investors pushing for faster progress in their projects,
receiving ‘consent’ from non-representative institutions, and misinterpreting when ‘consent’ has
been obtained. Today, ‘FPIC’ is “at once the subject of community protest where it is thought to
have been denied or manipulated; mandated by law by a small but increasing number of states;
required by a range of standard-setting organizations…and being voluntarily endorsed by industry
as a matter of CSR policy.”27 Keeping with its theoretical complexity, on a practical level, FPIC
proves to be a difficult concept to navigate.
Despite its complex nature, free, prior and informed consent has been put forth and
accepted as a feasible first step in ensuring the rights of Indigenous peoples are respected. So then,

“Ecuador: Conflict with Shuar indigenous leaders opposing EXSA mining site escalates,” Business and Human
Rights Resource Centre, 19 December 2016, accessed January 16, 2017, https://businesshumanrights.org/en/ecuador-conflict-with-shuar-indigenous-leaders-opposing-exsa-mining-siteescalates?utm_source=Business+%26+human+rights+-+Weekly+Update&utm_campaign=3b074a5ffeEMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2016_12_20&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3a0b8cd0d0-3b074a5ffe-181912945 ;
“Costa Rica’s Supreme Court stops hydroelectric project for failing to consult indigenous peoples”, Cultural
Survival, 2 January, 2017, accessed January 16, 2017, https://www.culturalsurvival.org/news/costa-ricas-supremecourt-stops-hydroelectric-project-failing-consult-indigenous-peoples
27 Owen, John R. and Deanna Kemp. “'Free prior and informed consent', social complexity and the mining
industry: Establishing a knowledge base.” Resources Policy 41 (2014): 91-100. 92
26
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why is FPIC failing to be mobilized and implemented adequately, in order to successfully create a
productive relationship for both parties? Ten years after the Declaration’s adoption, this is the
question guiding my present inquiry. Political vacillations and the volatile state of the
contemporary world order leave little faith in the ability of national governments to respect, let
alone actively protect, Indigenous rights. As a result, the role of non-State actors, and the precedent
they set, increasingly carry significant clout in shaping events on the ground. My analysis thus
chooses to focus specifically on the free, prior and informed consent processes embarked upon by
the private sector in relation to Indigenous peoples worldwide.28 While the majority of literature
on this topic concentrates on how best to operationalize FPIC, I base my paper on the hypothesis
that the problems and dilemmas encountered at the level of practice are symptomatic of greater
discords evident within the conceptual level of free, prior and informed consent. My analysis
attempts to interrogate the complex nature of FPIC itself, by isolating its various, often
unacknowledged, components. Conducting literary close-readings of select documents produced
by various stakeholders deemed to be ‘best practice standards’ for implementing FPIC, I attempt
to isolate the understandings and definitions of ‘FPIC’ at play, as gleaned from these protocols. As
a conclusion, I offer the idea that as the meeting place of two underlying perspectives or value
systems, ‘FPIC’ continuously fails to be sufficiently implemented due to the multiple
understandings of its nature, its goal, and the way it functions.
This paper opens with a short consideration of contemporary literature dealing with the
challenges of implementing ‘FPIC’ practically, before situating this thesis within the corpus
overall. I then introduce the literary analytical tool of close-reading as my methodology to isolate
the elements of ‘FPIC’ which are of interest: its nature, goal, and function. Utilizing this

Of course, company actions and decisions will be subject to the views of both home and host State. However,
this issue has been addressed in several other works, and is beyond the purview of this study.
28
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methodology, I perform close-readings on eight texts, each written from the perspective of
different stakeholders, to distill their conceptions of ‘FPIC’s nature, goal, and function. The final
chapter draws connections, and presents some ideas for future research.
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Chapter One: Peeling Back the Layers of FPIC
At its face, free, prior and informed consent appears to be straightforward: Indigenous
communities must say ‘yes’ to any project which may affect them or their property, before it can
progress to a stage of actualization. However, as many have discovered, delving into the
semantics of operationalizing FPIC reveals a multi-layered complexity, which can be cursorily
divided into three: FPIC’s theoretical underpinning, its application in practice, and the abstracted
or conceptual idea it represents, for the purposes of this paper. In this section, I provide an
overview of contemporary literature dealing with each of these layers, and situate my hypothesis
within the gap in literature I seek to fill.

The Theoretical Underpinning of Free, Prior and Informed Consent
Among the three layers identified, the theoretical underpinning of FPIC – effectively the
theoretical foundation of the UNDRIP – has historically been subject to the most debate.
However, with the adoption of the Declaration affirming that Indigenous peoples possess the
right to self-determination, FPIC has acquired a renewed significance. 29 As Article 3 states,
“Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they
freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
development.”30
The Declaration’s grounding in the right to self-determination acknowledges the sovereign right
of Indigenous peoples to decide their own visions for development and political association, first

Cathal Doyle, Indigenous peoples, title to territory, rights and resources: the transformative role of free prior and informed consent,
New York: Routledge, 2015. 5
30 UN General Assembly, “United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Resolution/Adopted
by the General Assembly”, Art. 3
29
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disrupted by colonialism. Within this, free, prior and informed consent plays a pivotal role in
reconstructing a teleology of Indigenous self-determination which stretches from pre-colonial
times until the present day.
Prior to the adoption of the Declaration, the accepted narrative of FPIC was traced to the
right to consent in the medical field, developed within the context of clinical research and doctor
– patient relationships.31 This account placed the right to consent within liberal understandings of
individual rights, making the collective – and Indigenous – aspect of FPIC, a new development.
However, with the endorsement of the UNDRIP, free, prior and informed consent reclaimed its
status as a longstanding Indigenous precedent through its derivation from the right to selfdetermination. Academic Cathal Doyle makes this argument poignantly by stating that, “free
prior and informed consent reconstructs the foundations of self-determination which were
brutally ruptured in the initial colonial encounter,” and manifests in the various forms of
sovereign-to-sovereign agreements preserved between Indigenous peoples and colonizing
States.32 Correspondingly, Indigenous scholarship now maintains that the contemporary
articulation of FPIC is nothing less than a rehabilitation of a dispossessed right to consent,
embedded within the right to self-determination.33
Fundamental to the right to self-determination is the ability of a peoples to chart their
own destiny, and prioritize their own visions for development. In today’s context, FPIC supplies
the means to achieve this goal, by providing for “the right to reject projects or measures that
directly impact on a people and thereby enable them to exercise control over their destiny…”.34

Doyle, Indigenous peoples, title to territory, rights and resources: the transformative role of free prior and informed consent, 28
Ibid. 1
33Viviane Weitzner, “Bucking the Wild West – Making Free, Prior and Informed Consent Work,” accessed January
16, 2017, http://www.nsi-ins.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/PDAC-FPIC-panel-february-2009-Weitznerspeaking-notes.pdf. 4
34 Doyle and Gilbert, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 312
31
32
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As a result, without the right to free, prior and informed consent, the Indigenous right to selfdetermination ceases to have real clout in practice. With this substantial grounding in the right to
self-determination, scholarship on FPIC has begun to move past questioning its validity as a
legal norm, and its theoretical underpinning as a remedial right. Instead, the majority of literature
on free, prior and informed consent today increasingly focuses on the challenges of
operationalizing the right within the field.

The Practical Level of Free, Prior and Informed Consent
As the site of actualization, the field continuously grapples with understanding how best
to implement FPIC, causing the bulk of literature on free, prior and informed consent to focus on
dilemmas encountered in practice. At the most elemental level, there continues to be deliberation
over when ‘FPIC’ constitutes an obligation or an objective.35 Respected scholars such as James
Anaya, former Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, have advocated that the
extent of the obligation be directly proportional to the impact faced by Indigenous
communities.36 Building on the established principle of proportionality within international law,
other academics have indicated that FPIC only becomes a requirement once “there is a potential
for a profound or major impact on the property rights of an indigenous people or where their
physical or cultural survival may be endangered.”37 While these analyses encourage a contextspecific approach, they also play into the discourse of the United Nations Guiding Principles on
UN Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights. “Free, Prior and Informed Consent of Indigenous
Peoples”. September 2013. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/IPeoples/FreePriorandInformedConsent.pdf.1: The OHCHR makes
it clear that only in the situation of relocation and storage of hazardous materials is there an “obligation to obtain”
the free, prior and informed consent. For other situations, it maintains that free, prior and informed consent is
simply the “objective” of consultations. Please see the Close Reading of the UNDRIP for my analysis of the
language used.
36 Anaya, James. Indigenous Peoples in International Law. US: Oxford University Press, 2000.
37 Doyle and Gilbert, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 317
35
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Business and Human Rights and the UNDRIP’s perceived voluntary nature, by instituting a
seeming case-by-case application, a tactic which raises questions about who should make the
decision that FPIC is essential to a project’s design. Dovetailing from this is scholarship
interested in making the ‘business case’ for implementing FPIC, diverging from less
conservative views which see the consent requirement as mandatory for any decision affecting
Indigenous peoples. These works craft arguments which equate free, prior and informed consent
with obtaining a ‘social license to operate’, and frame FPIC as mitigating risk and reducing costs
arising from conflict with communities.38 Despite the equivocation to term free, prior and
informed consent an obligation, FPIC is gradually gaining credence as a best practice in the
context of any development project involving Indigenous property rights.39
Similar to the debate over FPIC’s mandatory nature, many of the documents dealing with
operationalizing free, prior and informed consent substantively consider whether or not the right
bestows veto power on the community in question. Indigenous academics have maintained that
although no individual has the right to veto a project, the Indigenous communities in question do
have the right to withhold consent should a project not meet with their approval.40 As several
scholars have argued, without the right to withhold consent, the entire concept of ‘free, prior and
informed consent’ becomes meaningless, and contravenes the spirit of the right to self-

See, Rachel Davis and Daniel Franks, “Costs of Company-Community Conflict in the Extractive Sector,”
Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative Report No. 66. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Kennedy School (2014). Accessed January
16, 2017. https://www.hks.harvard.edu/mrcbg/CSRI/research/Costs%20of%20Conflict_Davis%20%20Franks.pdf; Dorothée Baumann-Pauly and Justine
Nolan, eds. Business and Human Rights: From Principles to Practice. New York: Routledge, 2016.
39 See Errico, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 356: Private actors should consider
“establishing consultation mechanisms as a precious means of reducing the costs and risks with which their
investments might be faced.”
40 Doyle and Gilbert, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,320; UN Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC). Report of the International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free, Prior and Informed Consent and
Indigenous Peoples. 17 February 2005, E/C.19/2003/3. Accessed January 16, 2017.
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/social_justice/conference/engaging_communities/r
eport_of_the_international_workshop_on_fpic.pdf, 12
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determination. Therefore, when it comes to ‘FPIC’, there can only be three outcomes: consent,
conditional consent, and no consent.41 Although a few industry standard-setting bodies and NGOs
have outlined this within their reports, guidance on what to do should consent not be forthcoming
is meager.42 As there is no absolute veto right attached to free, prior and informed consent, whether
or not the project continues without the consent of the Indigenous peoples involved falls into the
purview of the State, an entity theoretically bound by its duty to protect Indigenous peoples.43
Despite repeated reassurances against the existence of a ‘veto’ right, companies and media outlets
antagonistic towards implementing FPIC continue to present the veto as a valid argument to the
public.44
The greater part of scholarship engaging with the practical level of free, prior and informed
consent is concerned with identifying methods to institute a process of obtaining FPIC itself. This
includes advocating for benefit sharing agreements, treating the community as partners within the
project, and equalizing negotiation processes.45 Outside of academia, there is a proliferation of
‘how to’ guides detailing the steps, processes, and decisions required when implementing FPIC.
This literature has been produced by a variety of stakeholders, including corporate law firms,

Doyle and Gilbert, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 316
See, International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM). “Indigenous Peoples and Mining: Position Statement.”
May 2013. Accessed January 16, 2017. http://hub.icmm.com/document/5433.
43 Errico, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 361; Mauro Barelli, “Free, Prior and
Informed Consent in the Aftermath of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Developments
and Challenges Ahead.” The International Journal of Human Rights 16, no. 1 (2012): 1-24. 12
44 In Canada for example, as the most recent State to commit to implementing the UNDRIP domestically, various
alarmist articles have been published regarding the implications of instituting an ‘FPIC’ requirement, because of
this imagined veto right. See: Peter O’Neil, “Trudeau says First Nations ‘don’t have a veto’ over energy projects”,
Financial Post, 21 December 2016, http://business.financialpost.com/news/trudeau-says-first-nations-dont-have-aveto-over-energy-projects?__lsa=d0b5-9ff3; Roshan P. Danesh, “Understanding the Relationship between
Consent and Veto,” Vancouver Sun,December 24, 2016, , Vancouver Sun, 24 December 2016,
http://vancouversun.com/opinion/opinion-understanding-the-relationship-between-consent-and-veto
45 See Emily Greenspan et al. “Community Consent Index 2015: Oil, gas, and mining company public positions on
Free, Prior and Informed Consent.” Oxfam, July 2015. Accessed January 16, 2017.
https://www.oxfam.org/sites/www.oxfam.org/files/file_attachments/bp207-community-consent-index-230715en.pdf.11; Weitzner, Bucking the Wild West – Making Free, Prior and Informed Consent Work,” 1
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international financial institutions, NGOs specializing in business and human rights, Indigenous
organizations, industry standard setting bodies, and international organizations.46 As Chapter III
focuses in great detail on analyzing the contents of these documents, I will not elaborate further
here, except to comment upon a strain of work in this area which actively avoids referencing free,
prior and informed consent. Although engaging with this subject matter, these documents seek to
detail solely how to obtain a ‘social license to operate’, and include academic treatises on
negotiations with Indigenous peoples in the context of extractives.47 While it is beyond the scope
of my argument to interrogate the underlying reasoning for their choice of terminology, the
existence of these documents is important to note as a testament to the continued resistance and
tension experienced by the Indigenous rights regime, despite its international legitimation.
While literature engaging with the practical level of FPIC presents much divergence and
dissent, most sources tend to agree that there remains a lack of standardization about the
components required to operationalize the right effectively. As some scholars have stated,
“presently there is no singular or universally accepted definition of FPIC, no agreement on what a
FPIC process must entail, and no functional clarity about what constitutes consent.”48 Instead,
FPIC has been described as ‘multifarious’, a slippery objective which Indigenous peoples desire
to be respected, and corporations desire to obtain.

Please see Annex I for a complete list of guideliness uncovered over the course of this research.
See Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh. Negotiations in the indigenous world: aboriginal peoples and the extractive industry in Australia
and Canada. New York, NY: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2016.
48 Kemp and Owen, “'Free prior and informed consent', social complexity and the mining industry: Establishing a
knowledge base,” 92; See also Barelli, ““Free, Prior and Informed Consent in the Aftermath of the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Developments and Challenges Ahead,”1; Irene Sosa. “License to
Operate: Indigenous Relations and Free Prior and Informed Consent in the Mining Industry.” Sustainalytics,
October 2011. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.sustainalytics.com/sites/default/files/indigenouspeople_fpic_final.pdf,9; Franco, “Reclaiming Free
Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) in the context of global land grabs,”4;
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Importantly, this confusion around the ingredients integral to a successful FPIC process
traces back to before the concept was even institutionalized within the UNDRIP. In 2005, the
United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII) hosted an “International
Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free, Prior and Informed Consent and Indigenous
Peoples”. In the preamble of the report subsequently produced, the expectation and goal of the
Workshop is stated as “to provide a general overview of the current understanding or
understandings of the principle of free, prior and informed consent as a methodological issue.”49
The acknowledgement of multiple ‘understandings’ of ‘FPIC’, and the reference to
‘methodologies’ in the plural within the Workshop’s title, reveal the objective of the meeting: to
grasp the multitude of meanings ascribed to ‘FPIC’, in order to have a foundation upon which to
construct a standard. As a result, the “elements of a common understanding” of free, prior and
informed consent arrived at within the Workshop’s conclusions and endorsed by the UNPFII, are
widely cited, divided into the ‘what’, the ‘when’, the ‘who’, and the ‘how’.50 Because of their
importance, these are quoted in entirety below, with the exception of the section dealing with
‘consent’ which is analyzed in the following paragraphs:

UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), Report of the International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free,
Prior and Informed Consent and Indigenous Peoples, 5
50 Ibid., 12
49
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i.

What
•

“Free should imply no coercion, intimidation or manipulation.

•

Prior should imply that consent has been sought sufficiently in advance of any authorization or
commencement of activities and that respect is shown for time requirements of indigenous
consultation/consensus processes.

•

Informed should imply that information is provided that covers (at least) the following aspects:
a) The nature, size, pace, reversibility and scope of any proposed project or activity;
b) The reason(s) for or purpose(s) of the project and/or activity;
c) The duration of the above
d) The locality of areas that will be affected;
e) A preliminary assessment of the likely economic, social, cultural and environmental impact,
including potential risks and fair and equitable benefit-sharing in a context that respects the
precautionary principle;
f) Personnel likely to be involved in the execution of the proposed project (including indigenous
peoples, private sector staff, research institutions, government employees and others);
g) Procedures that the project may entail…

ii.

When
•

FPIC should be sought sufficiently in advance of commencement or authorization of activities,
taking into account indigenous peoples’ own decision-making processes, in phases of assessment,
planning, implementation, monitoring, evaluation and closure of a project.

iii.

Who
•

Indigenous peoples should specify which representative institutions are entitled to express consent
on behalf of the affected peoples or communities. In free, prior and informed consent processes,
indigenous peoples, United Nations organizations and Governments should ensure a gender
balance and take into account the views of children and youth, as relevant.

iv.

How
•

Information should be accurate and in a form that is accessible and understandable, including in a
language that the indigenous peoples will fully understand. The format in which information is
distributed should take into account the oral traditions of indigenous peoples and their languages.
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While these delineations outlined by the Workshop purport to establish a “common
practical understanding” of elements pertinent to ‘FPIC’, the brief explanations given expand upon
‘FPIC’ itself instead, clarifying the specifics of the minimum standards implied within free, prior
and informed consent. Although not intended to be a standard-setting exercise, the Workshop
succeeds in establishing certain thresholds to be met within the ‘FPIC’ processes themselves.51
However, despite this significant contribution, the Workshop’s results fall short of interrogating
and establishing standardized definitions for each of these elements, evidenced by the continued
multiplicity of interpretations in the present day.
Given ‘FPIC’s ‘multifarious’ nature, undertaking this analysis in 2017 reveals that despite
the findings of the Workshop, there continue to be a profusion of readings of FPIC itself, including
the specifics of what constitutes consent. With regard to this final question in particular, the
Workshop’s report skims the surface of the minimum requirements for ‘consent’, stating that
“consultation and participation are crucial components of a consent process,” with scant further
elaboration.52 While many scholars have taken up the challenge of elucidating what a collective
right to consent means for Indigenous peoples,53 the lack of clear definition presents a minefield
for companies and Indigenous peoples alike to navigate. In short, the conceptual level of FPIC
appears to be in disarray.

Ibid., 4: “At the outset, it was noted that the purpose of the Workshop was not to conduct a standard-setting
exercise…”
52 Ibid., 12
53 Doyle and Gilbert, Reflections on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 315; Sosa, “License to Operate:
Indigenous Relations and Free Prior and Informed Consent in the Mining Industry,” 9
51
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The Conceptual Level of Free, Prior and Informed Consent
Given that free, prior and informed consent processes continuously founder on a practical
level, the scope of the problems being faced when operationalizing FPIC in a rights-respecting
manner points to deeper frictions on a conceptual level. Interrogating these discords requires
thorough probing of the true meaning of ‘free, prior and informed consent’, beyond explanations
of the minimum standards they set. Yet, despite the vociferous and prolific nature of existing
literature on FPIC fixated on ironing out processes, there is a clear dearth of writing seeking to
explore free, prior and informed consent conceptually.
Within my literature review, I came across a handful of texts which begin to question and
investigate the pre-conditions underlying the ‘FPIC’ framework that are vital for it success. One
such article is John R. Owen and Deanna Kemp’s Free Prior and Informed Consent’, Social
Complexity and the Mining Industry: Establishing a Knowledge Base. Kemp and Owen assert that,
“from our perspective, the viability of the FPIC proposition is dependent on the presupposition
that the industry, and other actors, have the knowledge systems in place for applying the
framework.”54 For Kemp and Owen, this ‘knowledge system’ comprises a thorough understanding
of the socio-political context of the communities in which the companies seek to operate. By
dialoguing the ideas of prominent social scientists such as Amartya Sen and Karl Polyani, Kemp
and Owen argue that a basic understanding of the societal structures and orders is a prerequisite
for effective implementation of FPIC. However, while both authors convincingly outline an
argument which essentially advocates for better understanding about the context-specific variances
of Indigenous communities, their thesis lacks grounding in the Indigenous rights framework from
which FPIC is derived. By extending the right to FPIC to local communities in general, Kemp and

Kemp and Owen, “'Free prior and informed consent', social complexity and the mining industry: Establishing a
knowledge base,” 96
54
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Owen decouple the concept’s foundation from the right to self-determination and its associated
history of colonization and disempowerment. While this may factor into the reasoning behind the
authors’ decision to not ground their argument in the corpus of Indigenous rights, the result is an
argument which is one-dimensional, focusing on answers in a single branch of academia to address
a multifaceted issue.
Nevertheless, Kemp and Owen’s article is one of the few texts which begin to interact with
the underlying assumptions apparent within FPIC on a conceptual level. As part of their argument,
they posit, “if the objective of a FPIC process is to reach a clear decision of ‘consent’ or
‘refusal’…”55 While they do not engage with this point further, Kemp and Owen draw attention to
two important points in this statement: The first, that to begin the FPIC process, there must be a
clear correlation between the assumed objective and the subsequent actions taken, and that this
objective must be clearly articulated. The second, as highlighted by their use of the word ‘if’, is
that there is uncertainty, and therefore a multiplicity of assumptions that can be made regarding
the objective of free, prior and informed consent.
Kemp and Owen assert that because free, prior and informed consent sits at the intersection
of many frameworks, legal standards, and actors, “any single definition of FPIC will struggle
under the weight of complexity.”56 Although this declaration is valid insofar as it underlines the
necessity for a context-specific interpretation of FPIC, it confuses the conceptual level with the
practical; on the conceptual level, free, prior and informed consent requires a stable core definition
in order to build up the contextual variances necessary to mobilize the practical. Over the course
of my study, the sole treatise I identified attempting to tackle this very issue is scholar S.J.
Rombouts’ Having a Say: Indigenous Peoples, International Law and Free, Prior and Informed
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Consent. The product of a doctoral thesis, Rombouts’ primary assertion is that the “conflicting
interpretations and lack of clarity as to its scope and content hamper effective implementation” of
FPIC.57 His guiding question reads,
“How is the concept of ‘free, prior and informed consent’ presently understood in the
context of indigenous peoples’ rights – under international law – to self-determination,
land, resources, and participation and under which conditions could its implementation
succeed in practice?”58
Rombouts chooses to answer this question by interrogating each of the qualifiers of ‘free’, ‘prior’,
and ‘informed’ on their conceptual level, elaborating on the understandings set forth by the
Workshop. Based on this analysis, he then turns to the use of FPIC within international case law,
briefly engaging with voluntary initiatives aimed at sustainable resource use, before drawing
conclusions about what his inquiry reveals about the components required to implement FPIC
processes successfully.
Rombouts’ book is driven by a similar motive to my own within my current study. In this
paper, I seek to complement Rombouts’ analysis aimed at establishing a core understanding of
free, prior and informed consent. While Rombouts chooses to break down the qualifiers
accompanying the Indigenous right to consent, my investigation looks at free, prior and informed
consent as a whole concept, producing an analysis of the different understandings of ‘FPIC’ in its
entirety. Additionally, though Rombouts relied on legal analysis and precedent to shape his
conclusions, I spotlight the ‘voluntary initiatives’ briefly addressed by Rombouts, which I suggest
are the central policies shaping current company approaches to FPIC.

57
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Chapter Two: An Interpretive Methodology
Activist-scholar Jennifer Franco has commented that as a right, “FPIC is neither selfinterpreting nor self-implementing.”59 Franco’s statement implies that engaging in an FPIC
process requires the actors involved to actively interpret the meaning of free, prior and informed
consent. Consequently, as hinted at by the mandate of the Workshop conducted by the UN
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, a close analysis of literature engaging with FPIC’s
practical level reveals a multitude of accepted interpretations. However, what are these distinct
understandings of FPIC, and how do they differ?
I seek to answer this question in the remainder of this paper, through examining a selection of
publicly available material on free, prior and informed consent, produced by different stakeholders
within the FPIC process. Engaging with FPIC conceptually, I interrogate the very idea of free,
prior and informed consent itself by isolating and articulating its various underlying components,
to explicitly present the understanding held by the authoring actor. My analysis functions off the
premise that the position held by each stakeholder, with regards to FPIC, can be discerned and
interpreted through close-reading various texts aimed at guiding the implementation of FPIC.
As a tool most often used within literary studies, close-reading in this context involves
critically deconstructing the words and structure of the text to analyze the use of the term ‘FPIC’,
and parse out the latent biases present.60 By paying attention to the nuances of word choice, syntax,
tone, and pattern, this technique questions what the author’s choices in lexicon imply about their
own perspectives, and the message they wish to convey. As a methodology, close-reading itself is
inherently interpretive, and therefore a subjective process affected by the past experiences,

Franco, “Reclaiming Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) in the Context of Local Land Grabs”, 3
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understandings, and knowledge of the reader. Consequently, I wish to present a brief statement of
self-location, before embarking upon the close-reading.
Albeit being a non-Indigenous immigrant to Canada, the majority of the past six years of my
academic training have been under the auspices of prominent Indigenous scholars and allies within
the field who have always channeled an Indigenous worldview and methodology. As a result, I
approach the topic of free, prior and informed consent with the understanding that it is a right
grounded in the right to self-determination, indispensable for reaching the minimum standards set
out by the UNDRIP, and crucial to the decolonization and re-empowerment of Indigenous peoples
worldwide. Having recently engaged in work aiming to remedy situations where the right to FPIC
has been violated, I am extremely cognizant of the ramifications of the failure to implement the
right into practice. These are the foundational views I bring to my close-reading analyses, and are
the baseline I use while deconstructing the text. While I acknowledge that this means I bring my
own understanding of FPIC to the text, the focus of the analysis within the next chapter is to parse
out and present each differing interpretation of FPIC, not evaluate their validity.
In the following chapter I present targeted close-readings of eight primary texts which form a
representative sample of the perspectives held by major actors engaging with FPIC. The
documents I have chosen to analyze strive to incorporate the requirement for FPIC, and expound
on best practices and guidelines for its effective practical implementation. Ostensibly, each
document has the same aim: to inform their target audience about what FPIC is, and how best it
can be operationalized. This is a deliberate choice, based on a quote from the aforementioned
Workshop hosted by the UNPFII, where they stated that “institutional policy frameworks
operationalize the principle of free, prior and informed consent”.61 Apart from the first category of

UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Report of the International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free,
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documents from the UNPFII, the remaining three all represent this act of operationalization, or
interpretation, to put FPIC into practice. The following lists the documents to be analyzed in this
chapter, catalogued by organizational viewpoint, and arranged by date within each category:
I.

United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues62
a) “Report of the International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free, Prior and
Informed Consent and Indigenous Peoples” (2005)
b) United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007)

II.

International Financial Institutions
c) International Finance Corporation: “Performance Standards on Environmental
and Social Sustainability” and “Guidance Note 7: Indigenous Peoples” (2012)
d) International Fund for Agricultural Development: “How to Do: Seeking Free, Prior
and Informed Consent in IFAD Investment Projects” (2015)

III.

Industry Standard-Setting Bodies Dealing with the Private Sector
e) International Council on Mining and Metals: “Indigenous Peoples and Mining:
Position Statement” and “Good Practice Guide: Indigenous Peoples and Mining 2nd
Edition” (2013)
f) United Nations Global Compact: “Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and the Role of Free,
Prior and Informed Consent: A Good Practice Note” (2014)

IV.

Indigenous Organizations and NGOs63

Although there are various UN bodies with General Comments or Guiding Notes on FPIC, the UN Permanent
Forum on Indigenous Issues constitutes the most authoritative body on Indigenous issues within the UN system,
and is therefore prioritized. Additionally, focusing on the Permanent Forum’s interpretations provides a normative
grounding to this analysis, as the majority of standard-setting work among UN agencies and the private sector can
be viewed as emerging from there.
63 I would like to acknowledge that out of the four categories, my choices for this category do not pretend to be
representative, as the majority of relevant texts are in languages other than English.
62
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g) Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact: “Training Manual for Indigenous Peoples on Free,
Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)”
h) First Nations Summit Presentation for the “First Nations’ Rights Series”- The Gap
Between Law and Practice”: “Consent or Consultation: Examining the Gap” by
Grand Chief Edward John, Akile Ch’oh (2014)
In order to present a focused exposition of the various interpretations present, I perform the closereadings with the aim of isolating the following conceptual components of FPIC:
1. The Nature of FPIC: What is free, prior and informed consent?
This question is aimed at understanding what the text, and its author, assume the basic
qualities of FPIC to be on a conceptual level. Going beyond the answer of ‘consent that is
free from coercion, informed, and attained before the project commences,’ the nature of
FPIC involves understanding whether it is seen as a principle, a right, a procedure, or
something else. Probing the nature of FPIC is important because its nuances reveal how
the author fits free, prior and informed consent into their own value and knowledge
systems.
2. The Goal or Objective of FPIC: What is free, prior and informed consent meant to do?
Identifying what the text, and its author, assume the desired result of the FPIC process to
be is important in understanding the impetus behind engaging with FPIC, and the
perspective the stakeholder brings. While pinning down a single objective is difficult, there
are varying levels of goals; for the purposes of this close-read, I will distinguish between a
micro-level objective (pertinent to the immediate relationship between Indigenous peoples
and the company), and a macro-level goal (applying to a more holistic view of the
Indigenous rights regime, or corporate engagement policy worldwide).
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3. The Function of FPIC: How does free, prior and informed consent work to stay true to its
nature, and achieve its goal?
More implicit than the previous two questions, the text’s understanding of how FPIC
functions is gleaned from the relationship between nature and goal. Identifying each
interpretation of FPIC’s nature and goal, my close-reading for function will look for the
conception of how free, prior and informed consent stays true to these elements contained
within.
These questions have been purposefully crafted to uncover a deeper layer of understanding,
diverting from the more traditional ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘when’, ‘where’, and ‘why’ questions typically
asked by the documents themselves.64 Since a number of scholars have engaged with the question
‘why is FPIC necessary’, and as a result of its derivation from the right to self-determination, I
take it as a given that FPIC is a necessary step in empowering Indigenous communities, and
decolonizing power dynamics.65 In the chapter that follows, each section first presents my rationale
for each choice of text, before analyzing selected quotes of significance for the text’s answers to
the questions about FPIC’s nature, goal, and function, color-coded as such, with bolded text
indicating noteworthy points. Each close-reading is accompanied by a diagram expressing how
each of these components fit within the greater organizational perspective on FPIC, and a brief
summary analysis. All of the diagrams can also be found in Annex II.

For more information on the answers to these questions, please see Annex I: Guidelines on Implementing
FPIC.
65 Please see Chapter Two for more details on this argument.
64
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Chapter Three: Close-Reading Free, Prior and Informed Consent
I.

The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
a) Report of the International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free,
Prior and Informed Consent and Indigenous Peoples (2005)

Overview
The “International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free, Prior and Informed
Consent and Indigenous Peoples” was held in January 2005, in response to a recommendation
made by the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues.66 Although released prior to
the adoption of the UNDRIP in 2007, the conclusions and recommendations articulated within the
Report on the Workshop, and endorsed by the Forum, have been consistently cited in subsequent
works on the topic. The result of discussions between 67 experts and observers from the UN system
and other intergovernmental organizations, the Report of the International Workshop is one of the
foundational documents delineating the boundaries and understandings of FPIC.
The Report opens with an overview of FPIC, with participants voicing their thoughts on
the kinds of “methodologies on free, prior and informed consent” that should be employed, and
the practical problems encountered during its implementation.67 Participants also addressed the
burgeoning operationalization of FPIC within institutional policy frameworks, and its relevance to
the development of the principle, including engagement with the World Bank and the International
Fund for Agricultural Development.68 The subject of traditional knowledge, and intellectual
property rights formed an area of special discussion, before moving into a consideration of

UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Report of the International Workshop on Methodologies regarding Free,
Prior and Informed Consent and Indigenous Peoples, 1
67 Ibid., 5
68 Ibid., 7
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different examples of FPIC’s application at the national and international levels. The Report ends
with a series of recommendations and conclusions including the much-cited “elements of a
common understanding of free, prior and informed consent,” which was reproduced in its entirety
in Chapter One.69

Close-Reading the Document
In comparison to the other texts in the close-reading docket which present a single
organizational perspective, the Report of the International Workshop is unusual in that it
documents the voices of many participants, illustrating a variety of views on the nature, goal, and
function of FPIC.70 The following presents close-readings of 11 significant quotes pulled from the
Workshop’s Report, which are analyzed chronologically and build on each previous quote’s
reading:
1. “…methodologies on how the principle of free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) should
be respected in activities”71
v Characterizing the nature of FPIC as a “principle”, implies that there is an
underlying concept within the term. However, while it is unclear what this concept
might be from this quote and its surrounding context, it can be surmised that it refers
to the right to self-determination, and the decolonizing directive embedded within
FPIC. The verb formation “should be respected” accentuates this understanding of

Ibid., 12
Since close-reading necessarily requires analyzing the language used, it is important to acknowledge that as a
summary document, the Report has been compiled and adopted by the participants at the expert group meeting,
and subsequently endorsed by the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. This close-read functions on the
assumption that the language documented in the Report reflects that used by the original speaker or represents the
consensus of various participants.
71 Ibid., 4
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a nebulous concept, as the variation of ‘should be upheld’ would imbue FPIC with
a different nuanced nature.
v The reference to “methodologies” within the title as well as throughout the Report,
highlights that from the UNPFII’s perspective, FPIC functions through specific,
institutionalized methods. This is also signaled by the preposition “on how”, used in
conjunction with “methodologies”, implying that this is how FPIC functions. In line
with the mandate of the Workshop, it is implied that there is an aim to uncover
precise processes with explicit components when operationalizing FPIC.
2. “It was noted that free, prior and informed consent was viewed as a principle based on
the human rights approach to development.”72
v While staying true to the previous characterization of FPIC’s nature as “a
principle”, this quote adds another layer by linking FPIC to the “human rights
approach to development”. The words “based on” indicate that while FPIC is
grounded in, or inspired by, the “human rights approach to development” – the
framework through which FPIC functions here – it is still distinct from the principles
embedded within the approach as its own entity.
v The use of the word “viewed” serves to highlight the UNPFII’s cognizance of the
fact that each perspective on FPIC is an interpretation, and not absolute fact.
3. “Free, prior and informed consent as a rights-based approach to development…”73
v Where previously the syntax had set up FPIC as merely functioning through a
‘human rights approach to development’, the use of “as” here renders the nature of
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Ibid., 14. Although the rest of the quotes in this section follow a chronological order, this is an exception and
has been placed here for the reader to more easily comprehend the close-reading, in relation to Quote #2.
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FPIC to be explicitly one of the rights within “a rights-based approach to
development”. This reading suggests that not only does FPIC function through this
structure, it is also institutionalized within a separate framework from the UNDRIP.
4. “Some participants observed that methodologies on free, prior and informed consent
should have as their basic objective the improvement of the living conditions of
Indigenous peoples and that free, prior and informed consent should cover all matters
connected with the life of Indigenous peoples.”74
v As the beginning of the overview, this quote reiterates the understanding of FPIC as
functioning through specific “methodologies”, and presents one straightforward
view of the objective of FPIC as “the improvement of the living conditions of
Indigenous peoples”. With “free, prior and informed consent” as the subject tin the
second half of the quote, the verb formation “should cover” highlights the
subsequent phrase “all matters connected with the life of Indigenous peoples” as
an important component of how FPIC functions, necessary to reach its “basic
objective” of ameliorating the quality of life for Indigenous peoples.
5. “A number of participants consistently stated that the principle of free, prior and
informed consent encompassed not only a procedure to be elaborated, but also a right
associated with indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination, treaties and indigenous
peoples’ rights to lands, territories and natural resources.”75

v Within this quote, the UNPFII sheds light on the various layers apparent to FPIC’s
nature. Highlighting the insistence of the participants to codify this interpretation,
the Report outlines the previous understanding of FPIC as a “principle” as a general
74
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umbrella layer within FPIC’s nature, “encompass[ing]”, or sheltering, two other
components: its nature as “a procedure”, which the syntax implies is the more
accepted understanding, and its nature as “a right”. Importantly, FPIC’s
characterization as a right within this quote draws upon several other established
rights within the Indigenous rights regime, including the right to self-determination.
6. “Addressing the question whether free, prior and informed consent is a stand-alone right,
some participants noted that it may be a procedural right with respect to advancing the
exercise or implementation of the right to self-determination, treaties and other human
rights.”76

v Branching from the previous reading which established FPIC’s nature as including
its characterization as a right, this quote delves further in detail. Two understandings
of FPIC as a right are offered here: FPIC as “a stand-alone right”, and FPIC as “a
procedural right”. Signaled by the word “whether”, the former understanding is the
topic of debate within this quote, however it is the latter which is elaborated upon.
As such, it is unclear whether or not FPIC as a stand-alone right was substantiated
within the discussions. However, FPIC as a procedural right is established,
functioning

by

“advancing”

the

macro-objective

of

“the

exercise

or

implementation of the right to self-determination, treaties and other human
rights” embedded within. Therefore, this reading establishes FPIC as functioning
through its status as a right which takes steps to advance the realization of the
Indigenous rights regime as a whole.
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7. “Some participants also viewed free, prior and informed consent as an evolutionary
process that could lead to co-management and decision-making by indigenous peoples
on programmes and projects affecting them. It was stressed that free, prior and informed
consent was particularly relevant for the prevention of conflict and for peacebuilding.”77

v Diverging from the conceptualization understood within the last two readings, this
quote introduces a new aspect to FPIC’s nature as “an evolutionary process”. As a
result, FPIC’s nature is understood here as a kind of living process, constantly
evolving with implementation, and therefore functioning by eventually “lead[ing]”
to the macro-goal of “co-management and decision-making by indigenous peoples
on programmes and projects affecting them”.

v As an addendum to this quote, the Report articulates another, dual macro-objective:
“the prevention of conflict” and “peacebuilding”. However no further information
is offered by the text about how these goals are achieved, with the quote only stating
that FPIC is “relevant”, or related in some way, to their attainment.
8. “…emphasized that free, prior and informed consent as a principle and a practice was
essential in efforts directed towards the achievement of the Millennium Development
Goals…which advocates tolerance, respect for nature, fundamental human rights, and
democracy, to all of which free, prior and informed consent is central.”78

v This quote adds another layer of understanding to FPIC’s nature by twinning “a
principle and a practice” as a pair. While FPIC’s status as a “principle” has been
discussed earlier, its understanding as a “practice” is new and suggests that while
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the body of Indigenous rights underlies it as a “principle”, in “practice”, FPIC’s
specifications become different.

v Relating FPIC to the Millennium Development Goals, this quote also suggests that
FPIC is a fundamental principle to their success. In particular, the syntax within the
second half is a bit peculiar and counterintuitive, implying that it is through FPIC
that the macro-goals of “tolerance, respect for nature, fundamental human rights,
and democracy” can be achieved. If the order of the words in the phrase “to all of
which free, prior and informed consent is central” is inverted to read “all of which
are central to free, prior and informed consent”, the quote follows the flow of the
Report more, implying that it is through “tolerance, respect for nature, fundamental
human rights, and democracy” that FPIC can be achieved. However, in reality, the
syntax is reversed and thus places FPIC functioning as an integral part to fostering
these macro-goals.
9. “Many participants believed that free, prior and informed consent, as a substantive
framework was integral to the exercise of the right of self-determination by indigenous
peoples and was an integral component of their rights to lands, territories and
resources.”79

v Located within the Conclusions of the report, this quote serves to restate the macrogoal articulated in Quote #6 as “the exercise of the right of self-determination by
indigenous peoples”, and also introduces new components to the Report’s
understanding of FPIC’s nature. Presenting FPIC “as a substantive framework”
individually, this quote suggests that embedded within FPIC’s nature is the
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grounding in the necessary rights and processes to ensure that the right to selfdetermination is exercised to its full capacity. Importantly, this characterization
implies that FPIC is a framework of its own, “a stand-alone right” to hearken back
to the equivocation encountered within Quote #6. Finally, this quote also casts FPIC
as being “an integral component of their rights to lands, territories and resources”,
adding more detail to the characterization of FPIC’s nature as a “right” operating
within a large bundle of rights.
10. “As an important methodology, free, prior and informed consent is an evolving principle
and its further development should be adaptable to different realities.”80

v While Quote #7 termed FPIC’s nature as “an evolutionary process”, this quote adds
to this by characterizing FPIC as “an evolving principle”. Augmenting the depth of
the understanding of FPIC’s nature as living and constantly evolving, this quote
serves to establish that it is not only the process which is seen to mature over time,
but also its underlying meaning as a “principle” or concept. Indeed, the latter portion
of this quote highlights the necessity for context-specific interpretations of FPIC,
suggesting a malleable nature with a standardized foundation. Finally, this quote
also places FPIC’s nature as being “an important methodology”; where before
“methodology” was solely seen as the mode through which FPIC functions, here it
is introduced as an aspect of its nature. In this sense, “methodology” can be seen as
playing both roles, a stand-in for process with standardized components within
FPIC’s nature.
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11. “Free, prior and informed consent should be viewed as a process that could possibly lead
towards equitable solutions and evolutionary development which may lead, in their turn,
to co-management and decision-making.”81
v As the final quote within the analysis of the Report, this sentence reinforces the
previous assertion of FPIC’s nature being an evolutionary “process”, signaled by the
use of the word “lead” as indicating both how FPIC functions, and also its evolving
nature. Where Quote #7 established the macro-goal at hand to be immediately “comanagement and decision-making”, this quote brings in a secondary level of
macro-objective to be achieved first: “equitable solutions and evolutionary
development”, implied by the introductory phrase “which may lead, in their turn”,
signaling FPIC’s mode of operation.
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Figure 1: FPIC as Endorsed by the UNPFII

Summary
Although the UNPFII’s Report articulates a multitude of perspectives on FPIC’s nature,
function, and goal, bringing the various facets together results in a coherent understanding of
FPIC, as seen within the diagram above. Identifying 13 different terms for FPIC’s nature, the
Report highlights the complexity of the right, and suggests that its various facets function to
achieve a profusion of goals. Interestingly, the close-reading revealed a structure to FPIC’s nature
which unfolded from the idea of FPIC, or FPIC as a “principle” and split into its status as a “right”
and a “procedure”. While its nature as a “process”, “procedure”, and “methodology”, are
inherently linked and reveal different nuances, the diagram attempts to draw connections where
explicit, and represent the diversity of views. As this document was focused on interrogating the
concept of FPIC overall, only macro-objectives were voiced, pertinent to the advancement of the
wider Indigenous rights regime. Overall, the UNPFII’s endorsed understanding of FPIC
envisioned free, prior and informed consent being grounded firmly within the Indigenous rights
regime, and an important step, or “evolving process”, which would eventually lead to a greater
exercise of self-determination.

b) The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007)
Overview
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) was
adopted by the UN General Assembly on September 13, 2007, and is a comprehensive
international human rights instrument articulating the rights of Indigenous peoples.82 Covering the

Claire Charters and Rodolfo Stavenhagen. “The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: How it
came to be and what it heralds.” In Making the Declaration Work, edited by Claire Charters and Rodolfo Stavenhagen
Copenhagen: IWGIA, 2009. 10
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full range of civil, political, economic, social, cultural, and environmental rights, the UNDRIP
prescribes duties for States to ensure that Indigenous rights are respected, and casts Indigenous
peoples as subjects of international law for the first time.83 The Declaration also affirms a number
of rights which are collective in nature, including the right to self-determination, to lands,
territories and resources, and to Indigenous spirituality and culture.84 Given the adversity
Indigenous peoples have faced historically, and continue to face today, the UNDRIP represents a
significant turning point for Indigenous peoples worldwide.85 As the first piece of international
legislation negotiated by the rights-bearers themselves, the UNDRIP represents 25 years of
negotiations, and the voices and compromises of both Indigenous peoples and States. With the
right to free, prior and informed consent enshrined within Articles 10, 11, 19, 28, 29, and 32, the
UNDRIP is the normative framework underlying FPIC, and therefore merits a close-read to distill
the understanding of FPIC offered by its drafters.

Close-Reading the Document
The close-reading offered here operates on the assumption that the UNDRIP is meant to be
analyzed as a whole. Therefore, I draw connections between significant quotes which may not
include the words “free, prior and informed consent” themselves, and sometimes consider the
content of separate Articles together. The following presents close-readings of six quotes pulled
from the UNDRIP, which isolate the nature, goal, and function of FPIC, are analyzed
chronologically and build on each reading:
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1. “Convinced that control by indigenous peoples over developments affecting them and
their lands, territories and resources will enable them to maintain and strengthen their
institutions, cultures and traditions, and to promote their development in accordance
with their aspirations and needs.”86
v Situated within the Preamble, this quote is significant in expressing the underlying
context, and impetus, behind the right to free, prior and informed consent. Although
not mentioning FPIC by name here, this fragment sheds light on the way FPIC is
intended to function, and its macro-goals. Two macro-objectives are clearly stated:
the first “to maintain and strengthen their institutions, cultures and traditions”;
and the second, “to promote their development in accordance with their aspirations
and needs”. The UNDRIP then establishes that it is through “control by indigenous
peoples over developments affecting them and their lands, territories and
resources” that these goals can be achieved, signaled by the phrase “will enable
them”. Although speaking about “control” within the quote, FPIC’s nature can be
seen as one manifestation of this control, particularly with regard to Indigenous
peoples “lands, territories and resources”.
2. “Solemnly proclaims the following United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples as a standard of achievement to be pursued in a spirit of partnership and mutual
respect.”87
v As the final clause in the Declaration’s Preamble, this quote highlights the way the
fulfillment of the entirety of the UNDRIP is meant “to be pursued”: “in a spirit of

UN General Assembly. United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Resolution/Adopted by the General
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partnership and mutual respect”. While not exclusively applicable to FPIC, this
quote establishes that FPIC must also function in relationships of “partnership”
within projects, and “mutual respect” for the decisions arrived at by Indigenous
communities.
3. Article 8: “Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be subjected to
forced assimilation or destruction of their culture. States shall provide effective
mechanisms for prevention of, and redress for:…b) any action which has the aim or
effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories or resources…”
Article 10: “Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or
territories. No relocation shall take place without the free, prior and informed consent
of the Indigenous peoples concerned.”88
v Considering both Article 8 and Article 10 of the UNDRIP together serves to give
context to the first use of the term “free, prior and informed consent” within the
UNDRIP. Article 10 establishes that respecting the right to FPIC safeguards the
macro-goal that, “Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their
lands or territories.” This Article also places a guarantee that if there is relocation,
it will not occur “without the free, prior and informed consent” of the affected
Indigenous communities, giving FPIC’s nature the simple understanding of
embodying consent itself. Reading Article 10 in conjunction with Article 8 also
presents a new macro-goal FPIC is depicted as safeguarding: “the right not to be
subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture.” Directly making
a causal connection between the dispossession of lands and territories – which FPIC
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is stated as preventing – with violence towards Indigenous culture, this crossreading underlines the fact that FPIC guarantees more rights enshrined within the
UNDRIP than simply the ones where the term appears.
4. Article 11: “Indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural
traditions and customs…States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms…with
respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their
free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs.”89
v In a similar fashion to the previous reading, Article 11 delineates FPIC’s nature as
being consent itself, in relation to “the right to practice and revitalize their cultural
traditions and customs.” Importantly, where in Article 10 FPIC functioned as a
safeguard, Article 11 describes FPIC as acting as an indicator of whether or not
Indigenous rights to cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property have been
violated. This is seen through the construction “taken without their free, prior and
informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs”. With the
“or” functioning as a direct syntactical link between FPIC and the violation of
customary norms. In this circumstance FPIC can be seen as a route into
understanding the severity of the infractions, by equating the two in significance,
rendering the violation of FPIC tantamount to the violation of customary norms.
5. Article 18: “Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in
matters which would affect their rights…”

Ibid., 6. This close-reading analysis can also be applied to Article 28: “Indigenous peoples have the right to
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Article 19: “States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples
concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free,
prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or
administrative measures that may affect them.”90
v Mimicking the cross-reading done in Quote #3, reading Articles 18 and 19 together
present a more comprehensive picture of the Indigenous “right to participate in
decision-making in matters which would affect their rights”, which here can be
seen as the macro-goal of FPIC. Article 19 provides an example of a situation where
legislative and administrative measures “would affect their rights” as noted in
Article 18. While consent is cast again as the micro-objective within Article 19,
through the structure of “in order to obtain”, the process requires “consult[ing]
and cooperat[ing] in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through
their own representative institutions”. Thus, “consulting and cooperating in good
faith” elucidates the mode FPIC functions through, and hearkens back to the
wording in the Preamble of “spirit of partnership and mutual respect”. These
negotiations in good faith guarantee the macro-objective of “participation in
decision-making”, which in turn ensures that consent is obtained.
6. Article 32: “Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and
strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other resources.
States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned
through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed
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consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other
resources…”91
v As the final quote to be close-read from the UNDRIP, Article 32 repeats much of
the analysis from Articles 18 and 19. Establishing the micro-goal of FPIC to be
“obtain[ing] their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project”,
again functioning through “cooperat[ion] in good faith with the indigenous
peoples concerned through their own representative institutions”, this Article
introduces another macro-goal of FPIC: “Indigenous peoples have the right to
determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their
lands or territories and other resources”.
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Figure 2: FPIC as described in the UNDRIP

Summary
Although the UNDRIP is the authoritative instrument when it comes to delineating
Indigenous rights, the text gives surprisingly little detail about the nature of FPIC, albeit
articulating a variety of macro-goals, and implied modes of function for FPIC. This is not
particularly odd, given its structure as a piece of legislation and not an explanatory. However, this
observation does highlight the necessity of other supplementary texts delineating FPIC’s
specifications. As seen through my close-reading, much of the meaning ascribed to FPIC was
extrapolated from surrounding text, or previously established ideas, pointing to the lack of
explicitness provided by the document itself. Interestingly, where the UNPFII’s Report articulated
a profusion of terms to understand within FPIC’s nature, the UNDRIP only suggests that FPIC can
be equated with “control”, and means “consent” itself, in some cases. Adding to this, where the
UNPFII’s Report yielded a coherent structural form for FPIC, the diagram of FPIC as understood
within the UNDRIP, presents components that are isolated from one another, requiring more
connections to be drawn between the parts. On the other hand, the macro-goals expressed by the
UNDRIP are comprehensive, and draw in almost every aspect of the Indigenous rights regime,
frequently by grounding the concept within the centrality of land to an Indigenous worldview.
Overall, while the UNDRIP is different from the other texts within the close-reading docket as it
does not provide guidance on operationalizing its principles, it installs the core underlying
concepts within FPIC.

II.

Industry Standard-Setting Bodies Dealing with the Private Sector
c) International Council on Mining and Metals – Indigenous Peoples and
Mining: Position Statement (2013)

Overview
The International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) is an international organization
“dedicated to improving the social and environmental performance of the mining and metals
industry.”92 Comprised of 23 mining and metals companies, and 34 regional and commodities
associations, the ICMM is the industry standard-setting body at the forefront of strengthening
environmental and social performance of the mining and metals industry.93 As a consortium, each
member company of the ICMM commits to respecting the body’s ten guiding principles, which
are benchmarked against other international standards such as the OECD Guidelines on
Multinational Enterprises and the Global Compact.94 The member companies are also required to
enforce ICMM’s seven position statements, a series of short affidavits articulating the body’s
stance on several controversial issues. These include mining and protected areas, mercury risk
management, transparency of mineral revenues, mining partnerships for development, principles
for climate change policy transparency of revenue, climate change policy design, and most
recently, tailings governance.95
In May 2013, ICMM updated their position statement on “Indigenous Peoples and Mining”
to reflect their recognition of free, prior and informed consent as a mandatory principle for
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implementation by its member companies.96 As one of the few guidelines and statements which
require free, prior and informed consent within corporate practices, the ICMM’s Position
Statement merits a close examination to determine the understanding of FPIC they endorse. The
document opens with a revision of ICMM’s 2008 “Mining and Indigenous Peoples Position
Statement”, and details a series of ‘recognition statements’ which ICMM members are required to
uphold, before outlining a list of commitments expected of member companies.97

Close-Reading the Document
Although brief, numbering at three pages, a total of eight quotes have been pulled from
ICMM’s Position Statement on “Indigenous Peoples and Mining”. Following a chronological
order, each quote identifies the nature, goal, and function of FPIC apparent within the text:
1. “Where members seek greater clarity on some of the key challenges facing the industry,
ICMM develops supporting position statements.”98
v Offered as rationale for ICMM’s production of position statements for complex
issues, this quote reveals a characteristic of FPIC’s nature, from the ICMM’s
perspective. Albeit titled “Indigenous Peoples and Mining”, the document is
primarily concerned with incorporating FPIC within ICMM member companies’
practices. As a result, with FPIC ostensibly the main subject of a position statement,

“ICMM commits to Free Prior Informed Consent Standard”, Oxfam America, accessed January 16, 2017,
http://politicsofpoverty.oxfamamerica.org/2013/05/icmm-commits-to-free-prior-informed-consent-standard/
97 International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM), “Indigenous Peoples and Mining: Position Statement”, 1:
While the statement does not apply retrospectively, member companies were expected to implement the
commitments in the position statement by May 2015, a testament to how new this requirement proves to be within
the extractives sector.
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it is clear from the outset that ICMM also views its nature as one of “the key
challenges facing the industry.”
2. “ICMM’s vision is for constructive relationships between mining and metals companies
and Indigenous Peoples that are based on mutual respect, meaningful engagement, trust
and mutual benefit.”99
v ICMM states that its vision – or its macro-level objective for the Position Statement,
and therefore, for instituting an FPIC requirement – is to build “constructive
relationships” between Indigenous peoples and extractive companies. Although
not explicitly correlating FPIC with their vision in this sentence, ICMM does assert
that these relationships are to be constructed through “mutual respect, meaningful
engagement, trust and mutual benefit.” As the rest of the Position Statement
establishes that FPIC is the method chosen to build the relationships, it can be
extrapolated that ICMM sees FPIC as functioning by fostering these qualities.
3. “Adopt and apply engagement and consultation processes that ensure the meaningful
participation of Indigenous communities in decision making…”100
v As part of the commitments to be upheld by member companies within the Position
Statement, this quote expresses that ICMM believes FPIC’s nature to include
“engagement and consultation processes”, which also serve as the method through
which FPIC functions – highlighted by the verb “ensure” – to achieve the macrogoal of “meaningful participation of Indigenous communities in decision
making.”
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4. “Work to obtain the consent of Indigenous Peoples where required by this position
statement.”101
v As the final commitment included within the summary section of the Position
Statement, this point succinctly states the micro-level objective of FPIC, from
ICMM’s perspective: “to obtain the consent” of Indigenous communities involved,
from the perspective of the companies involved. Directed at the member
companies, this sentence establishes that FPIC functions through companies being
proactive, and taking the necessary steps, signaled by the use of the word “work”.
5. “In ICMM’s view, FPIC comprises a process, and an outcome.”102
v In the Position Statement’s overview, ICMM directly states the two components it
believes make up FPIC, signaled by the verb ‘comprises’ – “a process, and an
outcome.” Acknowledging the act of interpreting FPIC by qualifying this
description as its “view”, ICMM’s rendition of FPIC’s nature is dual-faceted, and
perhaps counterintuitively, is both the objective, and the means to achieve it. As
such, this pithy quote serves to not only establish FPIC’s nature, but also its
objective as free, prior and informed consent itself, and its mode of function through
a process to attain it. What becomes confusing here is not the objective or the
function, but rather that both are grouped under ICMM’s understanding of FPIC’s
nature, drawing attention to the deceptive uniformity of the acronym itself.
6. “The outcome is that Indigenous Peoples can give or withhold their consent to a project,
through a process that strives to be consistent with their traditional decision-making
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processes while respecting internationally recognized human rights and is based on good
faith negotiation.”103
v As the final explanation provided within the overview section, this sentence
elaborates on the “process” and “outcome” noted in the previous quote pulled.
However, where “outcome” was firmly understood to be part of FPIC’s nature
before, in this context “outcome” is synonymous with a goal: the macro-level
objective clearly stated as “Indigenous Peoples can give or withhold their consent
to a project.” Interestingly, in Quote #3 the micro-level objective had been stated
as simply to “work to obtain the consent” of Indigenous communities, a clearer goal
than the one stated here. However, in order to distinguish between the two, Quote
#3 can be seen as articulating the objective of companies engaging in the FPIC
process, while the current quote is expressing the objective of FPIC overall. As a
result, a distinct understanding emerges; although ICMM sees the “process” and
“outcome” of FPIC to be separate, albeit cocooned within the nature of FPIC itself,
there are two objectives and processes at play. The first is the outcome of the
process of obtaining FPIC, with the objective aligning with simply obtaining
consent, as extrapolated from Quote #3. The second is the outcome of FPIC overall,
which ICMM outlines as the choice Indigenous peoples have in giving or
withholding their consent.
v The second half of this quote outlines an intermediary macro-level goal identified
by the ICMM, which also serves as the way FPIC functions to achieve the macrolevel objective of ensuring that Indigenous peoples have the freedom to give or
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withhold consent. Expanding on the FPIC “process” introduced in the previous
quote, the ICMM outlines the way this would function by indicating that it be
“consistent with their traditional decision-making processes while respecting
internationally recognized human rights and is based on good faith negotiation.”
Simultaneously, the ICMM also sets this up as a standard to be achieved, or an
intermediary macro-level goal, revealed by the verb formation “strives to be”,
necessary for the achievement of the macro-level objective.
7. “In most countries however, ‘neither Indigenous Peoples nor any other population group
have the right to veto development projects that affect them’, so FPIC should be regarded
as a ‘principle to be respected to the greatest degree possible in development planning and
implementation.”104
v The ICMM reveals another assumption made about the nature of FPIC through this
quote, by terming it a “principle.” The concept of a principle implies an underlying
system or body of thought to which FPIC belongs. However, while other texts use
“principle” to signify FPIC’s derivation from the right to self-determination, the
syntax of this statement suggests that FPIC as a principle – with the implied
antonym of a ‘right’ – is undergirded by the lack of a veto right, signaled by the use
of the word ‘so’ to construct causation from the first part of the quote. The verb “to
be respected”, accompanied by the qualifier “to the greatest degree possible”,
underlines the voluntary nature accompanying FPIC’s status as a “principle”, from
the ICMM’s perspective. It is also interesting to note that the bulk of this quote is
quoted itself from the “UN’s Department of Economic and Social Affairs Resource
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Kit on Indigenous Peoples’ Issues (2008)”105. Finally, the phrase “should be
regarded” serves to simultaneously acknowledge the varying interpretations which
exist, and firmly ground the understanding of ICMM member companies in this
view.
8. “…shaping the processes for achieving FPIC…disagreements that may arise between
Indigenous Peoples and companies in the pursuit of FPIC.”106
v Acknowledging the multiplicity of “processes” at play within the nature of FPIC
itself, this quote also underlines the agency of companies in fulfilling the microlevel objective of obtaining the consent of Indigenous peoples involved. This is
highlighted by the verb “achieving”, and the phrase “in the pursuit of”, suggesting
an almost aggressive hunt for consent, and a highly proactive role for companies to
take on.
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Figure 3: FPIC as understood by the ICMM

Summary
Within the ICMM’s brief three-page Position Statement, a distinct interpretation of FPIC
emerges which although precise, conflates the terminology of FPIC’s components, resulting in an
unclear overall understanding. Although firmly characterizing FPIC’s nature as both a “process”
and an “outcome”, it is clear from the text that there are two processes at play: the process of
obtaining the consent, or FPIC, itself, and the process of the entirety of FPIC, as depicted within
the diagram. As a result, the ICMM’s description of FPIC’s nature conflates both the microobjective of consent, and the process to achieve it, within the same category. The understanding
of FPIC’s nature as a process is also dual, with one as the process to obtain consent, and the other
as the engagement and consultation processes necessary to ensure that Indigenous peoples are able
to participate meaningfully in decision-making. Although ICMM makes it clear that one of the
macro-objectives of member companies should be to foster the latter process, the slippage within
the language and terms themselves results in a confused understanding. Finally, the close-reading
of ICMM’s Position Statement also draws attention to the pitfalls of relying solely on the acronym
of “FPIC”, as ICMM does throughout the document – where the words “free, prior and informed
consent” could have been used to describe the objective of obtaining consent in a clearer fashion,
the short acronym offers less breadth for explicit comprehension. ss

d) The United Nations Global Compact – Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and the Role of
Free, Prior and Informed Consent: A Good Practice Note (2014)
Overview
The UN Global Compact is an international voluntary initiative “based on CEO
commitments to implement universal sustainability principles and to take steps to support UN

goals.”107 As of January 2017, 9,269 companies across 166 countries have joined the Global
Compact,108 committing to doing business responsibly by taking strategic actions to advance
broader societal targets, such as the UN Sustainable Development Goals, and aligning their
strategies and operations with the Global Compact’s Ten Principles.109 These Ten Principles are
derived from various sources of international law including the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights
at Work, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, and the United Nations
Convention Against Corruption.110 As a result, companies who are signatory to the Global
Compact are required to address the issues of human rights, labour, environment, and anticorruption within their work.111 Operating on a strategy that “works to ensure that business activity
adds value not only to the bottom-line, but also to people, communities and the planet,” the Global
Compact’s mission supports companies in all issues pertaining to environmental and social
governance,112 and requires participating companies to produce an annual public “Communication
on Progress” report detailing the steps undertaken to embed the Ten Principles within their
strategies and operations.113
The Global Compact’s Good Practice Notes provide supplementary guidance for the Ten
Principles and other relevant issues companies might face in upholding their membership

“About the UN Global Compact”, United Nations Global Compact, accessed January 16, 2017,
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109 “Our Mission”, United Nations Global Compact, accessed January 16, 2017,
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110 “The Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact”, United Nations Global Compact,
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111 Ibid.
112 “Our Strategy”, United Nations Global Compact, accessed January 16, 2017,
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commitments. As noted at the beginning of each Note, the documents “seek to identify general
approaches that have been recognized by a number of companies and stakeholders as being good
for business and good for human rights.”114 As a result, the content of the Good Practice Notes are
directed at businesses as the target audience, and present a professedly established viewpoint on
the issue of FPIC, largely from the private sector perspective. The Good Practice Note on
“Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and the Role of Free, Prior and Informed Consent” was endorsed by
the Global Compact’s Human Rights and Labour Working Group in February, 2014. Given the
Global Compact’s considerable influence internationally, and the allegedly accepted
understanding of FPIC embedded within the Good Practice Note, this document merits a closeread as guidance for companies engaging with Indigenous communities. The Good Practice Note
opens with a summary and outlines FPIC’s grounding within international human rights law,
before making the “business case for FPIC” and identifying challenges in implementation.

Close-Reading the Document
More descriptive than the previous three texts, the Global Compact’s Good Practice Note provides
a lot of material to analyze. A total of eight quotes have been selected, with the readings below
following a chronological order, and identifying the nature, goal, and function of FPIC apparent
within the text:
1. “Moreover, indigenous peoples enjoy special international rights… To respect these
rights, companies must update their policies and procedures, and grapple with a new

UN Global Compact. “Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and the Role of Free, Prior and Informed Consent: A Good
Practice Note endorsed by the United Nations Global Compact Human Rights and Labour Working Group.” 20
February 2014. Accessed January 16,
2017.https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/human_rights/Human_Rights_Working_Group/FPIC
_Indigenous_Peoples_GPN.pdf, 1
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paradigm for engagement. The right of indigenous peoples to give or withhold free, prior
and informed consent for the use of their lands, resources, traditional knowledge, or
intellectual property (“FPIC”) is one of these special protections for indigenous
peoples.”115

v From the outset, the Good Practice Note grounds FPIC within the Indigenous rights
regime it derives from. This quote, as part of the document’s Executive Summary,
establishes the nature of FPIC to be one of the “special protections” contained
within the body of established international Indigenous norms – termed here, “a
new paradigm for engagement.” Setting up this “new paradigm” as the underlying
foundation from which FPIC’s nature is derived, the Global Compact’s use of “for
engagement” highlights that it is through the rights enshrined within the
international Indigenous rights regime that FPIC functions. The verb formation
“grapple with” serves to underline that implementing FPIC for companies involves
an active engagement with these norms as fundamentals.
v Interestingly, the placement of “FPIC” within the Global Compact’s description
implies that the acronym stands-in for the entirety of the following: “the right of
indigenous peoples to give or withhold free, prior and informed consent for the
use of their lands, resources, traditional knowledge, or intellectual property
(“FPIC”).” Apart from explicitly establishing the nature of FPIC as a right, the
Global Compact adds the words “to give or withhold” to the traditional structure of
the acronym, shifting the focus away from the idea of free, prior and informed

Ibid., 3. The reading of this quote is further substantiated by the following quote, appearing on p. 5: “The right
to FPIC flows from and is intended to protect a number of human rights embodied in treaties and other
international law.”
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consent itself, and towards the agency Indigenous peoples have in its enactment.
Finally, listing the various forms of property which require FPIC within the
acronym itself establishes the scope and breadth of the concept from the beginning.
2. “Yet, obtaining FPIC in a ‘check-the-box’ manner is not sufficient to ensure that the
company respects the rights of indigenous peoples. This is because FPIC is not an end in
and of itself, but rather a process that in turn protects a broad spectrum of internationally
recognized human rights.”116
v Although the meaning of FPIC as an acronym for the Global Compact is set-up
only a few sentences prior to this quote, the construction “obtaining FPIC”
introduces a new understanding of FPIC’s nature. Within this construction, the verb
“obtaining” does not make coherent sense with the meaning assigned to the
acronym – unless referring to Indigenous peoples obtaining the right to give or
withhold free, prior and informed consent. Through this new verb usage, the text
suggests a conflation of the previously established active nature of the right to give
or withhold consent, with simply the consent itself as an object for companies to
“obtain” as a new micro-goal. Despite these implications, the sentence which
directly follows contradicts this understanding, stating that “FPIC is not an end in
and of itself, but rather a process,” thus firmly categorizing FPIC’s nature as “a
process”. Asserting that “FPIC is not an end in and of itself” also delivers the
message that the goal of FPIC should not be seen as simply the consent itself, in
spite of the significance of utilizing the phrase “obtaining consent”.

Ibid., 3. See also p.5: “Thus companies should not focus on consent for its own sake, but rather understand it
as a process that provides special protection for indigenous peoples in order to safeguard a number of their human
rights that historically have been harmed by corporate and governmental activity.”
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v Through this quote, the Global Compact makes it clear that FPIC’s nature as a
“process” should never function through a “a ‘check-the-box’ manner.” Instead,
the “process” of FPIC serves simultaneously as the nature and the medium through
which the right functions, signaled by the phrase “that in turn.” With the use of the
word “protects” the Global Compact also introduces the idea of FPIC functioning
as a safeguard, to ensure the protection of “a broad spectrum of internationally
recognized human rights,” or FPIC’s macro-goal.
3. “The Good Practice Note also explores the business case for obtaining FPIC and the
challenges that are likely to arise in the process.”117
v Continuing the contradictory trend initiated in the previous quote, this sentence
quite clearly establishes that the micro-goal for businesses is to “obtain” consent.
This is suggested by the phrase, “for obtaining FPIC,” syntactically occupying the
position of object to imply that businesses, as the subject, must acquire FPIC,
almost as a tangible item.
v Although establishing earlier that the nature of FPIC is a “process” aimed at
protecting the international rights of Indigenous peoples, this quote identifies a
secondary “process” within the nature of free, prior and informed consent. Within
this sentence, “process” signifies the procedure “for obtaining FPIC”, creating two
“processes” within the nature of FPIC.
4. “Nevertheless, companies should seek to avoid complicity in violations of human rights,
including the rights of indigenous peoples. Obtaining FPIC is one process that can help
companies in this effort.”118
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v Adding to the reading offered in the previous quote, this fragment adds another
facet by reaffirming the double role undertaken by “process”, by suggesting that
“obtaining FPIC is one process” through which FPIC functions to protect
Indigenous rights. Additionally, this fragment provides another complementary
understanding of FPIC’s micro-goal, from the perspective of businesses – “to avoid
complicity in violations of human rights” – signaled by the verb formation “should
seek to avoid”.
5. “Overall the concept of FPIC is on the ascent in international law.”119
v Albeit a side note within the text, this quote is significant in acknowledging the
many facets of FPIC’s perceived nature. With “concept” clearly referring to the
idea of FPIC here, an inconsistency is highlighted when considering the Global
Compact’s otherwise regular use of the word “right”, a counter-perspective to many
other actors who seek to water down the strength of the principle.
6. “[Indigenous peoples] might expect companies to obtain their consent. A company that
fails to do so from the beginning of the relationship might find it challenging to gain a
social license to operate…”120
v As the introduction to “The Business Case for FPIC” section, this quote introduces
a new rationale – and by extension, micro-goal – for businesses to consider. Stating
that companies “might find it challenging to gain a social license to operate” as a
concern reveals the importance placed on businesses possessing a “social license to
operate”. This fragment positions the expectation placed on companies to “obtain
their consent” as a prerequisite to acquiring a “social license to operate” without
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difficulty, implied by the example given of a company who “fails to do so”. As
such, although this quote does not set up a micro-goal of the FPIC process as
obtaining a “social license to operate” per se, it does establish that the process of
“obtaining FPIC” functions to secure this goal.
7. “In contrast, when companies implement the steps necessary to obtain FPIC, they can
develop closer relationships with and benefit from improved understanding of
communities, which can translate into a better partnership in the long run.”121
v As opposed to the previous quotes, the syntax of the phrase “implement the steps
necessary to obtain FPIC,” suggest that the goal of “obtaining FPIC” may also
include the standard of achieving FPIC, the acronym as understood by the Global
Compact. This quote suggests that “implement[ing] the steps necessary” (in other
words, the process of “obtaining” FPIC discussed above), reinforces its function as
the medium through which FPIC is able to achieve its goals, highlighted by the
word “when”. In this sentence, there are two stages of micro-goals articulated: The
first stage is the possibility for companies to “develop closer relationships with and
benefit from improved understanding of communities,” by engaging with FPIC.
In turn, this micro-goal functions as the means through which FPIC is able to reach
its second stage micro-goal, “a better partnership in the long run,” signaled by the
phrase “which can translate.”
8. “A company’s inability to obtain FPIC is a strong indicator that it does not possess a
social license to operate.”122
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v Building on the reading of Quote #3, this sentence establishes FPIC as a barometer
for whether or not a company has attained its goal of “possess[ing] a social license
to operate.” By framing FPIC as “a strong indicator,” the Global Compact asserts
an understanding of FPIC – or the end result of consent through the word “obtain”
– as one aspect of “the social license to operate”. Although FPIC works as a gauge
in this context, since “the social license to operate” is not part of the Global
Compact’s understanding of FPIC’s goal, it does not fit the category of ‘function’
for this analysis.
9. “Gaining FPIC – or a social license to operate - …”123
v Despite stating that FPIC is an indicator for whether a company possesses “a social
license to operate” on the previous page, this excerpt equates FPIC’s nature with a
“social license to operate,” signaled by the word “or”. Additionally, the use of the
word “gaining” in conjunction with FPIC serves to reinforce the reading of consent
as the objective of FPIC for companies, highlighting two blatant contradictions
within the text.
10. “[Consent] can be understood as a formal, documented social license to operate, based
on a mutually agreed process that is respectful of indigenous peoples’ customary decisionmaking processes.”
v Solidifying the analysis presented in the last quote, this sentence firmly
substantiates the Global Compact’s understanding of FPIC’s nature to be “a formal,
documented social license to operate.” The words “can be understood” serve to
acknowledge that this rendition of FPIC’s nature is but one interpretation., and
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perhaps also sheds light on the Global Compact’s attempt to translate the right into
language already familiar to companies. The latter part of the sentence reaffirms
that FPIC, or consent as it has been essentialized to in this quote, functions through
“a mutually agreed process,” as indicated by the words “based on.”
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Figure 4: FPIC as understood by the UN Global Compact

Summary
As compared to the ICMM’s Position Statement, the Global Compact’s Good Practice
Notes unequivocally grounds FPIC within the Indigenous rights regime it is derived from, and
characterizes it as a right. However, the text itself is rife with contradictions which point to
confusions on the conceptual level of FPIC. Similar to the ICMM, the Global Compact conflates
the two different processes of obtaining FPIC, and of activating the agency of the Indigenous
communities to participate within the decision-making. In the case of the Global Compact, their
understanding of the content of “FPIC” as an acronym heightens this confusion, as it is laced with
an interpretation of both nature and macro-objective of FPIC. Despite explicitly stating that FPIC
is not “an end in and of itself” but a process, the Global Compact appears to unconsciously
contradict itself by construing “consent” itself as the micro-objective of the FPIC process. The
final discrepancy evident within the text is seen within the Global Compact’s engagement with the
idea of the “social license to operate”. Defined as “ongoing approval or broad social acceptance”
of a company’s endeavors, the term “social license to operate” is frequently used within company
jargon.124 Therefore, it makes sense why the Global Compact would attempt to mobilize this term
when “making the business case for FPIC” within its Good Practice Note. However, despite
indicating that FPIC functions as an indicator or gauge for whether or not a company possesses a
social license to operate overall, the Global Compact’s subsequent diction equates it with FPIC
itself. By doing so, the Good Practice Note dilutes the strong grounding it had established for FPIC
within the Indigenous rights regime by divorcing the concept from its specificity to Indigenous
peoples, its remedial and preventive nature, and blurs the boundaries between “consent” and
general approval. A potential result of the attempt to translate FPIC as an Indigenous right into a

“What is the Social License?”, Social License.com, accessed January 16, 2017,
http://socialicense.com/definition.html
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form legible by the private sector, the Global Compact’s contradictions within its Good Practice
Note underline the impreciseness of language, and its inability to capture an exact understanding
of FPIC.

III.

International Financial Institutions
e) International Finance Corporation – Performance Standard 7: Indigenous
Peoples & Guidance Note 7: Indigenous Peoples (2012)

Overview
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is the private sector lending arm of the World
Bank Group, and is the largest global development institution focused exclusively on the private
sector in developing countries.125 Operating from the premise that “the private sector is essential
to development,”126 the IFC’s lending practices mobilize capital in environments where it is often
scarce, with active projects in over 100 countries worldwide.127 As a result of its considerable
footprint worldwide, the IFC advocates for an “integrated approach to sustainability,” with specific
focus on projects dealing with agribusiness, climate change, financial institutions, gender,
infrastructure, and extractives.128 Over the years, the IFC has acknowledged the “growing need for

“About IFC”, International Finance Corporation, accessed January 16, 2017,
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a stronger approach to environmental, social, and governance issues,”129 and has a Sustainability
Framework in place as part of its risk management approach.130
As a major part of the Sustainability Framework, the IFC’s Performance Standards define
their client’s responsibilities for managing environmental and social risks, and “have become
globally recognized as a benchmark” for safeguards applying to the private sector.131 The IFC’s
clients are required to implement the Performance Standards within their project activities, which
“are designed to help avoid, mitigate, and manage risks and impacts as a way of doing business in
a sustainable way.”132 The eight Performance Standards span the topics of assessing and managing
environmental and social risks, labor and working conditions, resource efficiency and pollution
prevention, the safety security and health of communities, land acquisition and involuntary
resettlement, biodiversity conservation and sustainable management of living natural resources,
Indigenous Peoples, and cultural heritage.133 Updated in 2012, IFC’s “Performance Standard 7:
Indigenous Peoples” directly addresses the responsibility of client companies to uphold free, prior
and informed consent within their operations. Often cited as a model on which other banks and
companies base their own sustainability policies, IFC Performance Standard 7 and its
accompanying Guidance Note deserve a close-read as standard-setters of major influence.134
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Close-Reading the Document
As the Guidance Note cites the text of the Performance Standard within the body of the document,
the following five selected quotes will cite exclusively from the Guidance Note, analyzing the
IFC’s understanding of FPIC’s nature, goal, and function.
1. “The client and the Affected Communities of Indigenous Peoples should establish an
ongoing relationship throughout the life of the project. To this end, PS7 requires the client
to engage in a process of informed consultation and participation (ICP). In the special
circumstances described… the client’s engagement process will ensure the Free, Prior
and Informed Consent (FPIC) of the Affected Communities of Indigenous Peoples.”135
v Unlike the other documents in the close-reading docket, the IFC’s Performance
Standard 7 chooses to divide what others recognize as a whole right to FPIC, into
two: “a process of informed consultation and participation” termed “ICP”, and
“the Free, Prior and Informed Consent” itself, or “FPIC.” For the IFC, the broken
down version of “FPIC” as an acronym represents the act of consent itself, signaled
by the verb “ensure”, indicating a certainty of obtaining something as an objective.
The distinction made by the IFC between “ICP” and “FPIC” is important, as the
Performance Standard mandates ICP whenever the client company engages with
Indigenous communities affected by the project, while “FPIC’ is only required for
specific impacts on Indigenous peoples outlined by the IFC. These are restricted to
distinct situations pertaining to traditionally owned lands and natural resources, or

International Finance Corporation (IFC). “Guidance Note 7: Indigenous Peoples.” 1 January 2012. Accessed
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those subject to customary use,136 relocation,137 or impact to “critical cultural
heritage”.138 For the purposes of this analysis, I use FPIC when referring to the
whole right of free, prior and informed consent, and ‘FPIC’ with scare quotes when
referring to the IFC’s version.
v Apart from introducing the terms used within the document, this quote also
establishes a series of micro-goals, which function to achieve each other. In order
to achieve the micro-goal of “establish[ing] an ongoing relationship,” with the
“Affected Communities of Indigenous Peoples”, client companies must “engage in
a process” of ICP, indicated by the causal phrase “to this end.” In turn, “the client’s
engagement process”, or the ICP, serves as the means through which the IFC’s
rendition of ‘FPIC’ is “ensure[d]”, delineating consent itself as the micro-goal.
2. “[Indigenous communities] may be particularly vulnerable to the loss of, alienation from
or exploitation of their land and access to natural and cultural resources. In recognition
of this vulnerability…the client will obtain the FPIC of the Affected Communities of
Indigenous Peoples…”139
v Describing the remedial impetus behind the concept of free, prior and informed
concept, the Guidance Note’s acknowledgement “of this vulnerability” also sheds
light on a macro-goal of ‘FPIC’ as aiming to mitigate the effects of the vulnerability
experienced. This is read through the use of “in recognition of” introducing the
requirement for clients to “obtain the FPIC” of affected Indigenous communities,
a phrase which reaffirms the micro-goal of securing consent, established above.
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3. “There is no universally accepted definition of FPIC. For the purposes of Performance
Standards 1, 7 and 8, “FPIC” has the meaning described in this paragraph. FPIC builds
on and expands the process of informed consultation and participation described in
Performance Standard 1 and will be established through good faith negotiation between
the client and the Affected Communities of Indigenous Peoples.”140
v Forming point #12 of the Performance Standard, the IFC plainly states that ‘FPIC’s’
nature does not include a “universally accepted definition.” Explicitly
acknowledging its act of interpretation, the IFC purports to delineate “the meaning”
of ‘FPIC’, as an acronym applicable to its Performance Standards, signaled through
the phrase “for the purposes of.” Interestingly, the IFC uses the word “meaning”,
and not definition, to describe FPIC, underlining the fact that the content of the
Performance Standards as a whole does not profess to be a substantive definition,
but simply an understanding to be used within the context of IFC projects. This
understanding of ‘FPIC’ presented does not include its nature or goal, but instead
outlines the mode FPIC functions through: it “builds on and expands the process”
of ICP, by using “good faith negotiation,” to do so, as gestured by “will be
established through.”
4. “FPIC comprises a process and an outcome. The process builds on the requirements for
ICP (which includes requirements for free, prior and informed consultation and
participation) and additionally requires Good Faith Negotiation (GFN)…The outcome
where the GFN process is successful, is an agreement and evidence thereof.”141
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v This quote details the components of ‘FPIC’s’ nature which provide further
description for the “meaning” alluded to in the previous quote. From the IFC’s
perspective, ‘FPIC’ is made up, or “comprise[d]” of, two elements: The first, is the
“process” which, while established within the previous quote, also includes a
requirement for “Good Faith Negotiation (GFN)” as the main distinguishing
feature from the ICP. The GFN in turn is the means through which “FPIC”
functions to achieve the second part of its nature, the “outcome” – “an agreement
and evidence thereof.” Simultaneously part of ‘FPIC’s’ nature, as well as the
objective of engaging in the ‘FPIC’ process, the micro-goal established through this
quote is some variation of documented consent, agreed upon as the outcome of the
GFN.142
5. “FPIC should be viewed as a process that both allows and facilitates Affected
Communities of Indigenous Peoples to build and agree upon a collective position with
regard to the proposed development…Thus an FPIC agreement captures the Affected
Communities’ broad agreement on the legitimacy of the engagement process and the
decisions made.”143
v Establishing ‘FPIC’s’ nature to be primarily “viewed as a process”, this quote
identifies the micro-objective of ‘FPIC’ to be that affected Indigenous communities
“build and agree upon a collective position with regard to the proposed
development”. As a result, both the “process” and “outcome” which comprise
‘FPIC’s’ nature from the IFC’s perspective serve also as the means through which

For further elaboration on this, see Ibid., 12: “Achieving FPIC requires that the client address both process (i.e.
GFN) and outcome (i.e. evidence of agreement). The client should document…(ii) evidence of agreement between
the parties regarding the outcome of the negotiations.”
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‘FPIC’ operates. The phrase “both allows and facilitates” in relation to the role of
the “process” reveals that it is through the GFN process that the goal of Indigenous
communities agreeing upon a collective position is achieved. By the same token,
the fact that “an FPIC agreement captures the Affected Communities’ broad
agreement” highlights that the agreement, as the expected “outcome” of ‘FPIC’,
also serves to legitimize the collective agreement arrived at by the Indigenous
communities.
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Figure 5: FPIC as understood by the IFC

Summary
In comparison to the understanding of FPIC identified by the ICMM and the Global
Compact, the IFC prevents a compact and circumspect interpretation of FPIC’s nature, goal, and
function. The limited amount of quotes selected for this close-reading attest to this, as the IFC’s
use of its terms remained consistent throughout the text. However, similar to both the ICMM and
the Global Compact, the imprecise nature of language itself created one instance of conflation
within the IFC’s understanding of ‘FPIC’s’ nature as including the outcome of “an agreement and
evidence thereof”. As this was the expected outcome, or micro-goal, of ‘FPIC’ overall, its
inclusion within ‘FPIC’s’ nature reveals the thought process underlying the Performance Standard
and the Guidance Note. The IFC’s conceptualization of FPIC is meant to be directly applicable to
their projects, and does not purport to be a standardized definition. As seen in the diagram, this
results in a distinct framework for FPIC’s operationalization, with the Guidance Note simply
providing the various components mandated to be included within a project’s engagement with
Indigenous peoples. This is a departure from the previous texts examined which derived FPIC as
a whole from the Indigenous rights regime, or acknowledged the macro-objectives in greater
detail; as can be noted from the diagram, the IFC only identifies one macro-goal in relation to the
vulnerability of Indigenous peoples. Drawing from this, it is important to note that while
acknowledging the remedial nature of ‘FPIC’, throughout the text, the IFC emphasizes and
entrenches Indigenous peoples’ perceived “vulnerability”, heightened also by the term “Affected
Communities of Indigenous Peoples”. In this way, the IFC erodes the agency Indigenous peoples
inherently have within the right to free, prior and informed consent by basing the relationship of
its private sector clients with the potential or current suffering of Indigenous communities. Finally,
the choice made to split FPIC into “informed consultation and participation” and “free, prior and

informed consent” is curious, however not altogether surprising, given the institution’s historical
reluctance to implement the stronger understanding of “consent”, instead of “consultation” within
its projects. Overall, the IFC’s understanding of FPIC, as interpreted through the close-readings,
appears to have been motivated by the desire to keep the understanding of FPIC circumspect, in
order to avoid the profusion of interpretations hounding the previous texts.

f)

International Fund for Agricultural Development – How to Do: Seeking Free,
Prior and Informed Consent in IFAD Investment Projects (2014)

Overview
The International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) is a specialized agency of
the United Nations, established in 1977 as the outcome of the 1974 World Food Conference.144
As part of the Conference’s conclusions, it was identified that structural issues with rural
poverty were causing food insecurity and famine, and as a result, there was a resolve that IFAD
“should be established immediately to finance agricultural development projects primarily for
food production in the developing countries.”145 According to IFAD’s website, 75% of the
world’s poorest people, a total of 1.4 billion, live in rural areas and depend on agriculture and
related activities for their livelihoods.146 To help alleviate poverty and raise the productivity
and income of the rural poor, IFAD designs and implements projects aimed at assisting the
most vulnerable of groups, including Indigenous peoples.147 These projects are based in nine
areas: agricultural development, financial services, rural infrastructure, livestock, fisheries,
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capacity-and-institution-building, storage and food processing, research and training, and
small and medium scale enterprise development.148 Since 2005, IFAD has adopted a
comprehensive strategy for engaging with the private sector, “acknowledging the potential and
contribution of the private sector in agriculture and rural development.”149
Working with Indigenous peoples for more than 30 years, IFAD functions closely with the
global Indigenous movement and is often touted as a leading development finance institution
with regard to Indigenous rights, for its emphasis on Indigenous participation within decisionmaking. IFAD has recognized that “one of the root causes of the poverty and marginalization
of indigenous peoples is loss of control over their traditional lands, territories and natural
resources,”150 and as a result, became the first international financial institution to adopt FPIC
within its policy documents. Enshrined as a principle applicable to local communities as well
as Indigenous peoples since 2008, FPIC features in IFAD’s policies on Improving Access to
Land and Tenure Security, Engagement with Indigenous Peoples, Environmental and Resource
Management, and in the Social, Environmental and Climate Assessment Procedures, recently
approved in 2014.151 IFAD’s “How to do Note” complements these policies by offering
practical guidance for IFAD staff soliciting FPIC within IFAD-funded projects, and as an
influential document, merits a close-read.152

Close-Reading the Document
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The following six quotes have been selected from IFAD’s “How to do Note”, and identify the
nature, function, and goal of FPIC through the chronological close-reading:
1. “Free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) is an operational principle empowering local
communities to give or withhold their consent to proposed investment and
development…FPIC is solicited through consultations in good faith with the
representative institutions endorsed by communities. It ensures that they participate in
decision-making processes concerning a given development project.”153
v As the first section of the Introduction to the “How to Do Note”, this quote
establishes the parameters IFAD understands FPIC to operate within. Decisively
stating that FPIC is an “operational principle,” IFAD defines FPIC’s nature in
relation to its own policies as a “principle” or concept, to be operationalized within
its work.154 Acknowledging that the language used throughout this quote is
emancipatory and people-centric in nature, IFAD’s choice to term FPIC a
“principle”, as opposed to a “right”, presumably stems from a desire to describe
FPIC relative to IFAD’s own policies, and to extend the concept of free, prior and
informed consent to local communities, who do not have the same protections
Indigenous peoples do within international law. Drawing on this, IFAD views FPIC
as functioning by “empowering” these communities to achieve its micro-goal of
“giv[ing] or withhold[ing] their consent to proposed investment and
development.” The second sentence sheds light on how this micro-goal is arrived
at, stating that “FPIC is solicited through consultations in good faith.”

Cordone, Antonella. How to Do: Seeking Free, Prior and Informed Consent in IFAD Investment Projects. Rome:
International Fund for Agricultural Development, 2015. Accessed January 16, 2017,
https://www.ifad.org/documents/10180/beec86e1-270d-45a1-8786-4b749c9db733, 1
154 See also, Ibid: “FPIC of local communities…has become an IFAD operational principle”.
153
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Importantly, the construction of “FPIC is solicited” places FPIC as an object within
this sentence, implying that it is a stand-in for the micro-objective of “consent”
itself, and functions through “consultations in good faith.” This quote also describes
another macro-objective for FPIC, attained through “ensur[ing]” “that
[communities] participate in decision-making processes concerning a given
development project.”
2. “Given the diversity of situations and contexts when seeking FPIC, there is no simple or
universal way to carry it out. Rather, the various instruments that are enshrined in FPIC
and implementation experiences provide general guidelines and qualitative requirements
that guide the processes to obtain FPIC.”155
v This quote serves to provide context to IFAD’s understanding of FPIC by
establishing that FPIC functions in a context-specific fashion, thereby eliminating
the possibility for a “simple or universal way to carry it out.” This
acknowledgement is crucial to IFAD’s approach to FPIC, substantiating the reasons
why the participation of and consultation with affected communities suggested
within the previous quote are central to tailoring each engagement with FPIC.
Within this quote, “implementation experiences” refers directly to this, and also
introduces a new dimension of FPIC’s nature which is dynamic, and constantly
growing as a body of past experiences to be regarded as “general guidelines” and
lessons for navigating the complex, context-specific principle. Additionally, IFAD
mentions “the various instruments that are enshrined in FPIC”, highlighting that
FPIC as one manifestation of the human rights regime, and a derivative of the right
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to self-determination, has several legally established guidelines embedded within
its very nature. Finally, IFAD terms “seeking FPIC” as “the processes to obtain
FPIC,” underlining again the multiplicity of processes, based on context-specific
interpretations, which FPIC functions through in order to “obtain” consent.
3. “Soliciting FPIC of local communities cannot be reduced to a checklist that is ‘ticked’ as
it is carried out. The right of local communities to give or withhold consent… ensures
ownership and sustainability. Therefore, one of the first steps for seeking FPIC is to agree
with the concerned community on the FPIC process itself.”156
v With the first sentence of this quote, IFAD asserts that FPIC’s nature is not a
“checklist that is ‘ticked’ as it is carried out,” implying that this would be
reductive. IFAD also acknowledges that the established understanding is that there
are numerous components to FPIC’s nature, hinted through the use of the word
“checklist”, which implies multiple items. However, running contrary to the
previously stated idea that FPIC’s nature is an “operational principle”, this quote
instead asserts that FPIC is “the right of local communities to give or withhold
consent.” While empowering, stating that local communities have a right to FPIC
disengages the underlying body of norms and “instruments” referenced in the
previous quote, which are presumably based on FPIC’s status as a remedial right
specific to the Indigenous context. As such, it is difficult to see how IFAD is
reconciling this statement with the reference to the “various instruments that are
enshrined in FPIC” made in the previous quote. Nevertheless, IFAD clearly
articulates the macro-objective of FPIC for local communities by stating that it
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“ensures ownership and sustainability”, and creates a causal link with the way
FPIC functions to achieve this through the signal-word “therefore”. Thus, IFAD
envisions FPIC as working to create a sense of ownership by making sure there is
“agree[ment] with the concerned community on the FPIC process itself.” This
final phrase signals that although IFAD has not provided a breakdown of the
various parts of FPIC, it is evident that the “FPIC process itself” is a vital
component of FPIC’s nature.
4. “Consent is the expected outcome of the consultation, participation and collective
decision-making process…”157
v IFAD clearly states what the micro-goal of FPIC is by asserting that “consent is
the expected outcome.” Building off the reading from the previous quote, this is
achieved through “consultation, participation and collective decision-making” –
a description which adds to the understanding of “process” as part of FPIC’s nature.
In particular, “consultation participation and collective decision-making” are
presented here as key qualifiers within the FPIC process.
5. “IFAD-funded

projects

are

people-centered

and

rarely

finance

large-scale

infrastructures. For IFAD, therefore, FPIC is not so much a safeguard principle, rather
a proactive approach to identify development pathways with local communities.”158
v This quote reaffirms that the understanding of FPIC presented within this document
is an interpretation created directly in relation to IFAD’s mandate. By stating that
“for IFAD”, or from its perspective, “FPIC is not so much a safeguard principle”,
IFAD sheds light on how other institutions mobilize FPIC’s nature. Instead, IFAD
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states that FPIC’s nature constitutes a “a proactive approach” which functions by
identifying “development pathways with local communities” – FPIC’s macro-goal
interpreted through IFAD’s mandate and vision.
6. “For projects requiring FPIC at the design stage, the PDR would include an annex with
the FPIC outcome and a summary description describing the FPIC process.”159
v Although “expected outcome”, as articulated in Quote #4, refers to a goal or
objective, the use of “FPIC outcome” here articulates another element of FPIC’s
nature. As “the FPIC process” had already been established earlier as part of
FPIC’s nature earlier, it appears that IFAD understands the outcome of the process
to be inherently part of FPIC’s nature itself, when speaking in relation to its
operationalization.
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Figure 6: FPIC as understood by IFAD

Summary
IFAD’s “How to Do Note” provides an interesting counterpoint to the IFC’s Guidance
Note 7; as policy guidance from two international financial institutions with distinct mandates, the
fact that FPIC is subject to interpretation is evident from both close-readings. Where the IFC clung
tightly to an understanding of FPIC which was only relevant to its own projects, IFAD is less
careful about doing so, as seen by the various terms for FPIC’s nature: “operational principle”,
“right”, and even “concept” later on. Instead, IFAD opts for a much more empowering approach
than the IFC’s insistence on focus on vulnerability, and attempts to ground FPIC within the spirit
of the right to self-determination, and associated rights within the Indigenous regime. However,
while the inclination to extend FPIC as a right to “local communities” is admirable, it serves the
purpose of simultaneously tempering the potency of FPIC as a remedial right specific to
Indigenous peoples, and confusing various provisions within the text. Yet, as compared with other
texts within the close-reading docket, IFAD provides more rationale with regard to some of its
terms. In particular, IFAD emphasizes that there is no standard approach to FPIC owing to the
need to remain flexible for context-specific approaches, resulting in its use of the term “processes”
to describe how FPIC functions. Despite this however, overall, IFAD’s understanding of FPIC
does not present a completely coherent picture, as seen from the diagram. Similar to the texts of
the other financial actors, IFAD conflates the process of FPIC itself with the process to obtain it,
and defines the outcome of consent as part of FPIC’s nature itself; this finding reiterates the
precariousness of lacking clarity of FPIC’s conceptual underpinnings, and of using general terms
to describe multiple, related ideas.
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IV.

Indigenous Organizations and NGOs
g) Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact – Training Manual for Indigenous Peoples on
Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) (2014)

Overview
The Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP) is a regional consortium founded in 1988 by
Indigenous movements in Asia as a platform where Indigenous peoples can come to “address their
problems, draw support from each other, and plan, develop and launch programs” together.160
Committed to promoting and defending Indigenous rights, AIPP is an umbrella association with
47 member organizations spanning 14 countries throughout the Asian region.161 AIPP works to
empower Indigenous peoples in Asia by helping build recognition of “their collective rights, and
protection of traditional knowledge, bio-diversity and environment for sustainable and selfdetermined development.”162 Their program areas include Human Rights Campaigns and Policy
Advocacy, Regional Capacity Building, Environment, and Indigenous Women.163 Seen as a unique
model for an Indigenous organization operating regionally, AIPP has emerged as a leading voice
within the global Indigenous rights movement.164
As part of their mandate, AIPP disseminates a variety of publications including annual reports,
briefing papers, research and case studies, comic books, infographics, and training manuals for
Indigenous communities across the region to use. One of these is the “AIPP Training Manual for
Indigenous Peoples on Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)”, designed for facilitators to use

“Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP)”, ESCR-Net, accessed January 16, 2017, https://www.escrnet.org/member/asia-indigenous-peoples-pact-aipp
161 “About Us”, AIPP, accessed January 16, 2017, http://aippnet.org/about-us/
162 “Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP)”, IWGIA, accessed January 16, 2017,
http://www.iwgia.org/iwgia/iwgia-partners?organisation_id=78
163 “Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP)”, ESCR-Net
164 “A Brief History of AIPP”, AIPP, accessed January 16, 2017, http://aippnet.org/
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as a guide while training Indigenous communities on FPIC.165 Divided into eight modules, the
document covers the topic in detail, describing FPIC’s nature, the process required to “reach
FPIC”, international and national frameworks, as well as the policies of pertinent international
institutions. As a text created by Indigenous peoples for the purpose of informing other Indigenous
communities of their rights, the AIPP’s Training Manual on FPIC presents the concepts in a
purposefully straightforward and simple manner, and merits a thorough close-read.

Close-Reading the Document
The seven quotes selected below are pulled primarily from the first two modules within the
Training Manual, and are presented in chronological order to identify AIPP’s understanding of the
nature, function, and goal of free, prior and informed consent:
1. “[This Training Manual] is meant to equip indigenous peoples…with the information and
knowledge necessary to ensure that the right to FPIC is respected. It tackles the concept,
framework, elements and principles of FPIC from the perspective of indigenous
peoples.”166
v As part of the introduction to the Training Manual, this quote sets up a few
understandings essential to AIPP’s interpretation of FPIC. Articulated from an
Indigenous perspective, the Training Manual first establishes that Indigenous
peoples possess “the right to FPIC”, a right which has “the concept, framework,
elements and principles” embedded within its nature. AIPP also underlines an
important method through which FPIC functions: equipping Indigenous peoples

Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact (AIPP), “Training Manual for Indigenous Peoples on Free, Prior and Informed
Consent (FPIC)”, accessed January 16, 2017, http://aippnet.org/training-manual-for-indigenous-peoples-on-freeprior-and-informed-consent-fpic/
166 Ibid., 2
165
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“with the information and knowledge necessary to ensure” FPIC is “respected” –
an indisputable macro-goal, and the impetus for this Training Manual.
2. “The essence of the right to self-determination is consent and control. [Consent] is the
freedom of a people to say yes or no, to accept or reject any proposal, project, program
or policy, any activity or action that has any sort of implication on their individual lives
and their life as a community, and on their lands territory, and resources.”167
v AIPP begins its Training Manual by grounding Indigenous rights within the right
to self-determination. Hearkening back to the close-reading of the UNDRIP’s
Preamble, this quote makes the same correlation between consent and control.
Undoubtedly based on a similar interpretation of the UNDRIP, this quote outlines
two important features of the FPIC’s nature, “consent and control”, and exsplicitly
defines what “consent” means for the AIPP, and Indigenous peoples.
3. “FPIC is a mechanism whereby indigenous peoples and indigenous communities are
able to conduct their own independent collective decision-making on matters affecting
them.”168
v This quote begins to elucidate the different components identified by AIPP as part
of FPIC’s nature. The first of these is AIPP’s characterization of FPIC as “a
mechanism”, or a means through which FPIC functions by giving Indigenous
communities the ability “to conduct their own independent collective decisionmaking on matters affecting them” – the macro-goal of FPIC.
4. “FPIC is a set of principles that defines the process and mechanisms that applies
specifically to indigenous peoples in relation to the exercise of their collective rights…This
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is to ensure that they are treated as peoples with their own decision-making power to
protect their collective rights.”169
v While the previous quote established FPIC as “a mechanism”, the elaboration
within this quote presents an understanding of FPIC’s nature as first “a set of
principles”, derived from the Indigenous rights regime, which then give rise to “the
process and mechanisms” which make up FPIC. However the surrounding context
does not shed much light on the details of what these could refer to. Regardless,
FPIC’s nature functions “to ensure” a two-step variation of the macro-goal
articulated in the previous quote – that Indigenous peoples are “treated as peoples
with their own decision-making power to protect their collective rights”. Setting
up being treated as distinct peoples with the power to make decisions as the first
step, the phrase “to protect” highlights that this step functions to safeguard the
second macro-goal – the exercise of collective rights.
5. “FPIC is a collective right of indigenous peoples that has been violated throughout
history…In order to rectify this, FPIC as set of operation principles is a requirement for
external actors to ensure the respect and protection of their collective rights.”170
v Adding on “collective” to the characterization of FPIC’s nature as a “right” from
Quote #1, this quote serves to establish its remedial function, signaled by “in order
to”, to achieve the macro goal of “rectify[ing]” the historical violation of the
Indigenous right to consent. Within this, AIPP clarifies that FPIC’s nature as a “set
of operation principles” occupies a secondary level to its overarching attribute as
a right. Therefore, reading the previous two quotes in conjunction with the current,
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three levels of FPIC’s nature emerge: FPIC as an umbrella, collective right, under
which exist a set of principles which dictate the FPIC process and mechanisms.
v This quote also reinforces the primary macro-objective articulated in the previous
quote: “the respect and protection of their collective rights”. The syntax of this
quote underlines that with FPIC representing a set of operational principles based
on the Indigenous rights regime, FPIC becomes a prerequisite to the fulfillment of
its macro-objectives.
6. “FPIC serves as a safeguard to ensure that the potential social and environmental
impacts on indigenous peoples will be considered in the decision-making process
regarding any project affecting them…Thus, FPIC is not merely a procedural process
but a substantive mechanism…”171
v In this quote, AIPP builds on its previous understanding of FPIC to explicitly
address the issue of adverse impacts, stating that FPIC’s nature includes being “a
safeguard” which serves the function of “ensur[ing[” that “impacts on indigenous
peoples will be considered in the decision-making process”, or the micro-goal of
FPIC. In addition, AIPP also adds onto the third layer of FPIC’s nature, as
expressed in Quote #3, by adding adjectives to “process” and “mechanism” to give
more detail. The use of the word “procedural process” implies that FPIC’s process
can be thought of as an established set of steps, while “substantive mechanism”
suggests that FPIC functions as a means through which the latent Indigenous rights
regime can become operationalized.
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7. “Corporations should acknowledge and respect the fact that FPIC is viewed by
indigenous peoples as a principle which provides for their control over the future
development of their territories, and as a manifestation of that control. They should
accept that FPIC is a process which is to be defined and managed by the indigenous
authorities and communities whose territories and futures are impacted by proposed
projects…FPIC should be viewed as an Indigenous governance process.”172
v As one of the last recommendations to corporations within the Training Manual,
this quote serves to bring together the understandings outlined in the sections
instructing Indigenous communities on the meaning of FPIC, as viewed by
Indigenous peoples. However, although FPIC was earlier stated as a “set of
principles”, here it is articulated as a singular “principle”, implying another
understanding of FPIC’s nature which has the idea or concept of self-determination
undergirding it.173 FPIC as a “principle” in turn serves to “provide for”,
highlighting how FPIC functions, FPIC’s macro-goal of “control over the future
development of their territories”. In addition, while the statement “FPIC is a
process” had been previously established as a component of FPIC’s nature, this
quote also substantiates the previous reading in Quote #2 of FPIC’s nature as “a
manifestation of control.” As a result, FPIC’s nature simultaneously represents the
“process” through which the control is obtained, as well as the outcome of “control”
itself.

Ibid., 84-5
This reading is also substantiated by p.82: “In the spirit of FPIC the absence of the capacity to engage with the
information provided could be viewed by communities as sufficient grounds to reject any proposal until these
conditions are in place.”
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v The final point this quote brings up is that the FPIC process is context-specific, and
therefore cannot be standardized.174 This is established by AIPP stating that the
process “is to be defined and managed by the indigenous authorities and
communities” who are impacted by the project. The control exercised by
Indigenous peoples in defining and managing the FPIC process also serves as the
means through which FPIC’s nature as “an Indigenous governance process” is
fulfilled.

This reading is also substantiated by p.42: “There is no standard process or common template for the conduct
of FPIC. The form and process of FPIC will very much depend on the customary practices of collective decisionmaking of the concerned indigenous peoples to be affected by a proposed policy, program or project.
174
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Figure 7: FPIC as understood by the AIPP

Summary
While AIPP’s rendition of free, prior and informed consent is a departure from the previous
institutional policy documents, there are similar elements which pervade the reading. As a Training
Manual, the quotes presented in chronological order serve to build upon each other, constructing
a layered understanding of FPIC’s nature, as visualized within the diagram. Importantly, AIPP’s
vision of FPIC bestows agency upon Indigenous peoples, and is explicit about using language
which is active when terming aspects of its nature, which serve also as the means through which
FPIC functions. Some examples of these include “safeguard”, “manifestation of control”, and
“Indigenous governance process”. However, in addition to the coherent interpretation of the major
components of FPIC, several terms are used which remain vague and unsupported, such as
“concept”, “elements”, “framework”, and “principle”. Additionally, the objectives of FPIC
identified within the text all occur at the macro-level; presumably, the micro-level goals pertaining
to the specific relationship between the Indigenous peoples and the company are left to be
determined by the context-specific “Indigenous governance processes”. Despite this relative
congruity, AIPP also conflates “process” and “outcome” within FPIC’s nature, similar to the texts
of the financial actors. Demonstrated by the fact that FPIC is described “as a manifestation of
control”, and that a macro-objective is control itself, the distinctions within FPIC’s nature prove
slippery to navigate. However, in spite of this similarity, there remains one critical difference,
highlighting the evident divergence of worldview: what the previous four texts termed “consent”,
the AIPP calls “control”, firmly grounding its Training Manual within the spirit of the UNDRIP.

h) First Nations Summit Presentation for the “First Nations’ Rights Series: The
Gap Between Law and Practice” by Grand Chief Edward John, Akile Ch’oh –
Consent or Consultation: Examining the Gap (2014)
Overview
The First Nations Summit (FNS) is a provincial organization within Canada that provides
a forum for First Nations in British Columbia (BC) to address issues of concern, including treaty
negotiations.175 The FNS is mandated to carry out specific tasks related to Aboriginal title and
rights negotiations with British Columbia and Canada.176 With First Nations and Tribal Councils
in BC composing the majority of the FNS, the FNS plays “an important and ongoing role in
ensuring that the process for conducting Treaty negotiations is accessible to all First Nations.”177
As part of the FNS Task Group, the body’s political executive, Grand Chief Edward John, or Akile
Ch’oh, carries out mandated tasks in relation to treaty negotiations, and is a renowned Indigenous
leader on both national and global levels.178 Having participated in the development and drafting
of the UNDRIP, Grand Chief John recently ended his second term as a North American
Representative to the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues.
Since 2012, the organization Lawyers Rights Watch Canada has hosted the speaker series
First Nations Rights: The Gap Between Law and Practice, in collaboration with Amnesty
International Canada, and the Hul’qumi’num Treaty Group, among others.179 Topics within this
series have included “Pipelines and Indigenous Sovereignty: Kinder Morgan and Northern

“About the First Nations Summit”, First Nations Summit, accessed January 16, 2017,
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179 “Indigenous Rights: The Gap Between Law and Practice”, Lawyers Rights Watch Canada, accessed January 16,
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Gateway” presented by Grand Chief Stewart Phillip, “Remember the Children: What a Landmark
Human Rights Case Tells Us About Discrimination and Justice in Canada” presented by Cindy
Blackstock, and “UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: Indigenous Rights in the
UN System” presented by Kenneth Deer.180 On January 30, 2014, Grand Chief John presented
“Consent or Consultation: Examining the Gap” on behalf of the FNS, as part of this series.181
Although in a different medium from the previous texts within the close-reading docket, Grand
Chief John’s PowerPoint slides serve as a final, alternative approach to guiding the
operationalization of FPIC. As a presentation written by a key player within the Indigenous
movement, and representing the opinion of the FNS, Grand Chief John’s presentation merits a
close-read of the understandings of FPIC endorsed and disseminated within the Canadian First
Nations context.

Close-Reading the Document
The following five quotes have been excerpted from Grand Chief John’s presentation, and are
close-read in chronological order to parse out the understandings of FPIC’s nature, function, and
goal present.182

“Series: First Nations’ Rights: The Gap Between Law and Practice”, Lawyers’ Rights Watch Canada, accessed
January 16, 2017, http://www.lrwc.org/ws/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/First.Nations.Talks_.Poster.F.pdf
181 Edward John, “Consent or Consultation: Examining the Gap PowerPoint”, Lawyers’ Rights Watch Canada,
accessed January 16, 2017, http://www.lrwc.org/ws/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Chief-John-Powerpoint.pdf
182 Please note that while the PowerPoint slides represent but one part of the speech, this analysis chooses to focus
on the written documents accompanying Grand Chief John’s words, acknowledging that these slides have been
distributed widely and have therefore reached a larger audience. Nevertheless, the close-reading is informed by
Grand Chief John’s speech, the full content of which is available here: “Grand Chief Edward John – Consent or
Consultation: Examining the Gap Video”, Lawyers’ Rights Watch, accessed January 16, 2017,
http://www.lrwc.org/grand-chief-edward-john-consent-or-consultation-examining-the-gap-video/
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1. “Domestic and international tools/instruments such as… the standard of Free, Prior and
Informed Consent (FPIC) are also being utilized in efforts to bring about resolution of
the land question.”183
v Grand Chief John first introduces the nature of free, prior and informed consent as
a “standard”, reinforcing FPIC’s status as an internationally recognized “standard”,
and grounding the rest of his presentation within the UNDRIP, which characterizes
itself as a minimum “standard” to be reached when engaging with Indigenous
peoples. The second half of this quote reveals FPIC to be functioning through its
practical implementation, signaled through the phrase “being utilized”, in order to
achieve the macro-goal of “bring[ing] about resolution of the land question”. This
interpretation of FPIC’s macro-objective has both international and national
significance: worldwide, Indigenous territories are and have historically been
threatened, while in the context of BC, FNS is heavily involved in the land claim
and treaty negotiation process, a product of Canada’s own settler-colonial history.
From the perspective presented by Grand Chief John, FPIC is crucial in helping
Indigenous peoples lay official claim to their traditional territory.
2. “FPIC is an essential international standard for engagement with Indigenous
Peoples…The UN Human Rights Committee and the UN Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights have also characterized FPIC as a ‘right’. Generally in international
law, it is also recognized as a legal norm…”184
v In this quote, Grand Chief John provides the international legal context for FPIC,
offering three different variations of FPIC’s nature. The first elaborates on the
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previous quote, characterizing FPIC as “an essential international standard for
engagement with Indigenous Peoples”, and highlighting its indispensability within
engagement processes. Emphasizing that it is an “international standard” serves
also to root FPIC in some form of standardization, despite its overt context-specific
application. The final two terms set up FPIC’s nature “as a ‘right’” and “a legal
norm”, grounding FPIC within both legal normativity, as well as underlining its
mandatory nature. Importantly, Grand Chief John places each of these
characterizations as interpretations held by prominent international legal bodies,
providing context for his own subsequent interpretations.
3. “FPIC is a protective mechanism, a derivative of substantive rights held by Indigenous
Peoples. It is embedded in the right to self-determination.”185
v Included within the section entitled “Free, Prior and Informed Consent in Practice”,
Grand Chief John’s understanding of how FPIC functions on the ground adds
another layer to the legal interpretations outlined above. Stating that at its most
abstract, FPIC is “a derivative of substantive rights” as articulated within the
UNDRIP, Grand Chief John establishes the conceptual body from which FPIC is
born. Noting that FPIC is “embedded in the right to self-determination” also sheds
light on how FPIC works in practice – through the exercise of the Indigenous right
to self-determination. Moving to the second layer of FPIC’s nature, Grand Chief
John posits that “FPIC is a protective mechanism”; within this context,
“mechanism” could refer to FPIC’s part within the overall system of Indigenous
rights, or its role as a process through which Indigenous peoples can assert their
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rights. With either understanding, the use of the word “protective” reveals a latent
macro-goal within FPIC’s nature – although not elaborated upon, it can be
interpreted as an aim to protect Indigenous rights overall.
4. “Another way to understand FPIC, is to see it as an important element which gives effect
to rights, imposing a duty on a State to engage Indigenous Peoples in a manner that
effectively provides opportunity for affected rights holders to meaningfully take part in
determining the outcome of decisions that affect them. The duty to obtain the FPIC of
Indigenous Peoples is both a procedural and substantive process.”186
v In this quote, Grand Chief John provides more detail on what FPIC is, how it
functions, and what it is meant to do, from his perspective. Drawing attention to the
act of interpretation, or understanding, taking place within his explanation itself by
implying that there are multiple ways to “understand FPIC”, Grand Chief John
characterizes FPIC’s nature “as an important element”. While he does not provide
clarification about what FPIC is an “element” of, it can be extrapolated that FPIC
is seen as an element of the Indigenous rights regime, and of engagement processes
with Indigenous peoples in this context. Grand Chief John articulates FPIC as
functioning by “giv[ing] effect to rights”, thereby “imposing a duty on a State to
engage Indigenous Peoples in a manner” suitable to the pre-conditions of FPIC.
Based on this mode of function, the macro-goal presented is then to provide
“opportunity for affected rights holders to meaningfully take part in determining
the outcome of decisions that affect them”. While Grand Chief John sees this as
the overall narrative of FPIC, he notes the more specific layer mobilized in practice
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by articulating another aspect of FPIC’s nature to be “both a procedural and
substantive process”, referring to the process undertaken to “obtain the FPIC”, or
consent, of Indigenous peoples. His characterization of FPIC as both “procedural”
and “substantive” highlights that its basis is in ensuring the consent obtained is both
in a free, prior and informed manner, and that it occurs accordingly in practice, not
just in name.
5. “For example, the Indigenous right to land is really a bundle of rights which include the
right to access, use, manage, own, care for lands and the right to make decisions about the
use and development of traditional territories. FPIC gives life to the right to be involved
in decision-making.”187
v As part of Grand Chief John’s conclusion, he elucidates further on how FPIC fits
in within some of the rights enshrined within the UNDRIP, and the integral role it
plays. Stating that FPIC “gives life to the right to be involved in decision-making”,
Grand Chief John highlights that FPIC functions to achieve the macro-goal of the
“right to be involved in decision-making”, by enabling Indigenous peoples to live
it in practice. Interestingly, the first part of this quote hearkens back to the
perspective articulated within the UNPFII’s Report, the first document within the
close-reading docket, of FPIC functioning as enabling, or “giving life” to one of
the “bundle of rights” which guarantee the Indigenous right to land.
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Figure 8: FPIC as understood by the FNS and Grand Chief John

Summary
As the final document in my analysis, Grand Chief John’s presentation provides an
interesting contrast with the other texts within the close-reading docket. Where the majority of the
others present a single, unified organizational perspective on implementing FPIC within their
mandate, this presentation provides an example of how the concept of FPIC is interpreted and
translated for a wider audience to implement on their own, without the uniting mantle of an
institution. Grand Chief John’s presentation stands out from the outset, as he grounds FPIC within
the international human rights context, beyond the UNDRIP, providing insight into a variety of
understandings arrived at by various international bodies, as interpreted from his perspective.
Providing the general legal discourse surrounding FPIC before explicitly deriving it from the
Indigenous rights regime, and pinpointing its function through the right to self-determination,
Grand Chief John establishes an understanding of FPIC which is incontrovertibly requisite when
engaging with Indigenous peoples. While his accompanying talk focused less on the information
within the PowerPoint, and more on the topic of land, this theme is echoed in a very pronounced
way within Grand Chief John’s conceptualization of FPIC’s directive. It is also interesting to note
that while the majority of texts linked FPIC with the entirety of the Indigenous right to land, Grand
Chief John’s presentation portrays FPIC as enabling only of the rights bundled within – the right
to be involved in decision-making, highlighting the important role FPIC plays within the
Indigenous rights regime, from his perspective. Finally, the presentation as a whole brings to light
an important takeaway from the analysis as a whole – within the slides, Grand Chief John presented
differently worded descriptions of FPIC, as “another way to understand” the concept, revealing
that for different audiences, the language associated with FPIC is morphed to fit with their
comprehension.

Chapter Four: Interpreting Interpretations, and Conclusions for
Further Research
Interpreting Interpretations
Implementing FPIC in practice requires more than good faith and an adherence to the
qualifiers of consent obtained in a free, prior and informed manner. The comprehensive closereading analysis presented in Chapter Three displays a piercing deconstruction of the language
used by various stakeholders within the FPIC process to reveal disorientation evident on a
conceptual level. However, despite this lack of consensus, several trends emerged from this
analysis by stakeholder perspective, revealing different agendas often at play.
Before delving into this brief analysis, I would like to acknowledge that the terms I have
chosen of “nature”, “function”, and “goal or objective” are imprecise themselves, and subject to
many of the same critiques presented in Chapter Three, regarding the texts themselves.
Nevertheless, rough as they are, I believe they serve the task of identifying the three broad layers
within the conceptual level of FPIC, as interpreted by these actors. What follows is an
interpretation of my own analytical close-readings of each organization’s interpretation of FPIC
itself.
Perhaps counter-intuitively, each organization’s understanding of the micro and macroobjectives of FPIC were the easiest components to identify. Generally clearly stated, and
highlighted as objectives through introductory phrases such as “in order to”, or “leads to”, the only
difficulty encountered arose when some fragments played the role of both function and objective.
In fact, excepting IFAD and the UNDRIP itself, all the other organizations understood FPIC to
have a series of objectives which built off and enabled each other. Correspondingly, each of these
actors also understood FPIC’s nature to include a process, an observation which clearly draws the
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link between the way FPIC’s nature is being conceptualized to encompass its clear objectives.
Considering each of the diagrams and analyses from an organizational standpoint, it is interesting
to note the divide between organizations which favored articulating only micro-objectives, macroobjectives, or both. Overwhelmingly, there appeared to be a clear division in this regard between
those organizations coming from an Indigenous perspective who focused on the macro-objectives,
and those coming from a financial understanding who emphasized the micro-objectives. At the
extremes of the analysis are the UNPFII’s Report which only spoke of macro-goals, and the IFC’s
Performance Standards and Guidance Note which only highlighted the micro ones. In between,
the ICMM described a single layered macro-goal of ensuring Indigenous peoples are able to give
consent and participate in decision-making, the Global Compact spoke of a single macro-goal of
protecting the internationally recognized Indigenous rights regime, the UNDRIP articulated the
single micro-goal of consent itself, the AIPP expressed a single micro-goal of ensuring potential
impacts to Indigenous communities are considered within the negotiation process, and Grand Chief
John and the FNS echoed the UNDRIP by stating the single micro-goal of consent. IFAD, as an
exception to this trend, presented a more balanced perspective straddling both camps, with two
macro-objectives and three micro-goals. As “micro-objective” was defined as pertaining to the
process between company and Indigenous peoples involved, while “macro-objective” referred to
the broader Indigenous rights regime or corporate policy worldwide, it is worthwhile to note that
the financial sector was more concerned about the immediate relationship at hand, while the
Indigenous perspective tended to place FPIC’s goals as enabling the fulfillment of a larger
Indigenous rights paradigm. This difference is not surprising in and of itself, as many of the
financial bodies had emphasized within their texts that they define FPIC in relation to their own
immediate objectives, chief of which is to ensure a successful negotiation with Indigenous
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communities. However, understanding the divide in this light highlights the different agendas, or
expectations, both parties bring to the FPIC process. As a result, this is a key dissonance between
the perspectives of leading stakeholders.
The way FPIC functions proved to be a much more difficult concept to pin down within
the close-readings, partly because it is the more ambiguous of the three terms. Across all four
stakeholder perspectives, there was consensus that crucially, FPIC functions by “enabling” and
“ensuring” meaningful participation of Indigenous peoples within decision-making processes
which affect them, and by “safeguarding” the rights enshrined within the UNDRIP. Indeed, closereading the way FPIC functions shed more light on the characteristics of its objectives and its
nature, than the “function” itself. Extrapolating from this, it becomes evident how pivotal the
understandings of nature and objective are; each interpretation ultimately dictates the process, or
manner in which FPIC functions, suggesting that FPIC’s “function” is less a stand-alone
component, and more of an integrated approach arising from the other two parts.
When it came to FPIC’s nature, some actors defined FPIC with more restraint, while others
connected it with a myriad of concepts, frameworks, and ideas. However, all latently agreed that
FPIC’s nature, if not anything else, is nebulous. It is interesting to note that the stakeholders who
presented understandings of FPIC which remained more or less constant throughout the text were
generally larger organizations, either intent on circumscribing the scope and application of FPIC
as a right, or defining it in relation to their own pre-existing policies and mandate. In fact, every
document presented within the close-reading docket, with the notable exceptions of the UNDRIP
and the UNPFII’s Report, proposed an understanding of FPIC which was interpreted through the
actor’s own lens, or organizational worldview. Sometimes, these derived understandings were
subject to another layer of interpretation for the benefit of their reader, as seen with the “social
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license to operate” in the Global Compact’s Note. As a result, there were more similarities in
approach between the ICMM, the IFC, and the Global Compact to a degree, than with IFAD and
the AIPP. Even taking into account the fact that the ICMM, the IFC, and the Global Compact often
draw inspiration from one another, the differences in perspectives established in Chapter Three are
stark. Perhaps unsurprisingly then, the texts authored by Indigenous organizations and IFAD to a
certain extent, went beyond grounding FPIC within the Indigenous rights regime, but actually
mimicked the language seen within the UNDRIP and the UNPFII’s Report.
While the way FPIC functions proved to be difficult to pin down due to its relatively
ancillary features, FPIC’s nature is difficult to standardize, suggesting that there may be many
diverse and layered components to its ‘nature’ overall. While the scope of this paper does not allow
for substantive interrogation for the reasoning behind these conceptual discords within FPIC’s
nature, I would like to present an idea for further research, based on an engagement with FPIC’s
parent right to self-determination, which begins to address this.

The UNDRIP: An Interpretation of the Right to Self-Determination through an
Indigenous Worldview
Since its initial popularization by President Woodrow Wilson in the first half of the 20th
century,188 the concept of ‘self-determination’ has been embedded within the heart of the human
rights discourse. Its inclusion in 1966 as the common first article of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, 76. See also, Rombouts, Having a say: indigenous peoples, international law
and free, prior and informed consent
188
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Rights,189 established the right to self-determination as the foremost foundational precept within
the international rights regime. Yet, charting the development of ‘self-determination’ from the era
of European decolonization to its present inclusion in the UNDRIP, reveals a versatile and
malleable concept whose definition in relation to the contemporary Indigenous rights framework
is notably different from its origin.
In 1960, the United Nations adopted the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples, recognizing the right of ‘peoples’ to self-determination.190 Within
the subsequent period of decolonization, the right to self-determination earned a synonymy with
the rights to be free from external colonial governance structures and direct control, and to claim
a dispossessed sovereignty.191 The standard recourse to claiming the right to self-determination
often began with secession, and was characterized by the emergence of nationhood. As such, the
precedent established in international law delimited the right to self-determination to ensuring “the
right to participate in the political life of the country as part of the whole people of the state.”192
Over the drafting and negotiation period of the UNDRIP, this understanding shifted
considerably. What can be called a period of transformation began first and foremost with the cooptation of the right to self-determination itself by Indigenous peoples. Carefully defining an
international identity category that went beyond the original term ‘Indigenous populations’, the
identifier ‘Indigenous peoples’ ensured that as ‘peoples’, they could claim the right to self-

Elsa Stamatopoulou, “Indigenous Peoples and the United Nations: Human Rights as a Developing Dynamic,”
Human Rights Quarterly Vol.16, No.1 (1994): 59
190 Stamatopoulou, 66
191 See Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, 76; Benedict Kingsbury, “Reconciling Five Competing
Conceptual Structures of Indigenous Peoples’ Claims in International and Comparative Law.” NYU Journal of
International Law & Politics, Vol. 34 (2002): 189-250. Accessed January 16, 2017, 220
192 Robert Coulter, “The Law of Self-Determination and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples,” University of California Berkeley Journal of International Law and Foreign Affairs, Vol. 34 (2010): 17
189
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determination.193 From this first success, “develop[ing] in the specific context of indigenous
peoples over the last several years,”194 the right to self-determination underwent a significant
expansion, as the UNDRIP began to excavate rights deriving from it. Even though Article 3 of the
final UNDRIP retains the same language from both Covenants, the rights accorded to Indigenous
peoples under the name of self-determination expand their reach from the realm of the purely
political, to cover participation in economic and cultural affairs in line with their own aspirations,
and include rights to land, resources, and spirituality.195 Reflecting on his observations during the
drafting process of the UNDRIP, Indigenous scholar Robert Coulter notes that while,
“no such definition [of self-determination] is possible…all of the provisions in the text of
the Declaration compel the inference that the right of self-determination in the Declaration
is the crystallization or emergence of a new right for indigenous peoples as distinct peoples
within states…a distinct new right that is far more extensive than the right contained in
common Article 1 of the Covenants.”196
As the fundamental principle underlying the UNDRIP, the Indigenous right to self-determination
has metamorphosed into a framework birthing an unprecedented series of rights.
With the adoption of the UNDRIP in 2007, the newly expanded right to self-determination
became an established precept within international law – a distinctly Indigenous right to self-

Erica-Irene A Daes, “The Contribution of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations to the Genesis and
Evolution of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,” in Making the Declaration Work, ed. Claire
Charters and Rodolfo Stavenhagen (Copenhagen: IWGIA, 2009), 63-64: Former Special Rapporteur Daes notes
the objections made by Canada and Sweden with regard to changing the language from Indigenous ‘populations’ to
‘peoples’, arguing precisely that Sami and Aboriginal peoples do not have the right to self-determination, although
there was consensus that ‘peoples’ was the more appropriate term.
194 Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, 74
195 Daes, Making the Declaration Work, 69
196 Coulter, “The Law of Self-Determination and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples,” 17. Coulter also notes that during negotiations, some States expressed the desire to limit the right to selfdetermination to the principal right of autonomy, further underscoring the expanded nature of the Indigenous
right to self-determination.
193
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determination. The transformation and shift of self-determination’s substantive content marks a
noted success for Indigenous peoples as an indigenizing of international law. Acknowledging this
evolution in the substantive definition of the right to self-determination, it is evident that while
malleable, an enduring precept remains at the right’s root. Distilling self-determination to its
universal essence, a host of prominent scholars on Indigenous rights agree that at its core, the right
to self-determination is simply the right to pursue a path of development, in all forms and sectors,
in line with a peoples’ own vision for themselves.197 Operating from this perspective, it becomes
evident that at its base, the right to self-determination is inherently interpretive – substantively
subject to a peoples’ nuanced understanding of themselves. Former Special Rapporteur on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, James Anaya, has stated that,
“the concept underlying the term [self-determination] entails a certain nexus of widely
shared values…a configurative principle or framework complemented by the more specific
human rights norms…”198
As Anaya hints, it is this underlying web of ‘values’ which, while certainly influenced by context,
takes the lead in dictating the direction and substance of the right to self-determination – a principle
which gives birth to a set of complementary rights, elucidating specific aspects of this fundamental
structure.199 These ‘values’ then, or worldviews, are the variable which determine the substance of
the right to self-determination. Thus, the content of the right to self-determination – the ensuing

See Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, 75: “Self-determination…is grounded in the idea that all are
equally entitled to control their own destinies.”; Daes as quoted in Rombouts, Having a say: indigenous peoples,
international law and free, prior and informed consent, 57: “With regard to indigenous peoples, then, I believe that the right
of self-determination should ordinarily be interpreted as the right of these peoples to negotiate freely their political
status and representation in the states in which they live.”; Ibid., 32: “Self-determination is essentially the right to
choose one’s own pace and path of development.”; Observer from New Zealand in Daes, Making the Declaration
Work, 69: “the right of a people to participate in the political, economic and cultural affairs of a state on terms
which meet their aspirations and which enable them to take control of their own lives.”;
198 Anaya, Indigenous Peoples in International Law, 75-77
199 See Ibid., 75: “Self-determination is identified as a universe of human rights precepts concerned broadly with
peoples, including indigenous peoples…”
197
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body of ‘specific human rights norms’ referenced by Anaya – can effectively be seen as a
translation of Indigenous worldviews into a body of coherent rights.
In this sense, the operative definition of self-determination during the era of European
decolonization can be regarded as based on the emerging system of values embedded within the
Universal Declaration on Human Rights. In parallel, the Indigenous right to self-determination
can be understood as growing out of the existing network of human rights-based norms, but
interpreted through an Indigenous worldview. Thus, the right to self-determination becomes the
entry point in for Indigenous peoples within the international legal framework. Critically
examining this move made by the international Indigenous movement, there are two consequences
which emerge on the macro level: The first, that by co-opting the right to self-determination and
interpreting it to produce a body of rights in line with Indigenous worldviews, Indigenous peoples
can be seen as subversively changing the normative content of the dominant legal paradigm, by
introducing substantive cultural and spiritual rights, and introducing an alternate perspective from
the one embodied by the hegemony. The second, that although Indigenous peoples have succeeded
in changing the content of the legal paradigm, they have also chosen to interpret their worldviews
and value systems through the hegemonic form of law itself. As a result, co-opting the right to
self-determination has also entailed a translation of Indigenous worldviews and value systems into
a form that is legible to the dominant paradigm – the law.

Coming Back to Free, Prior and Informed Consent: A Layered Translation
Indisputably, one of the rights derived from the right to self-determination is the right to
free, prior and informed consent. Functioning off the premise that the UNDRIP thus embodies the
right to self-determination as interpreted through an Indigenous worldview, the right to free, prior
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and informed consent can then be conceptualized as a translation of Indigenous understandings of
self-determination in relation to various property rights. Going back to the close-reading of the
UNDRIP presented in Chapter Three, the connections drawn between FPIC and spiritual, cultural,
intellectual, and territorial property rights substantiates this, in addition to providing a reason for
the parallel drawn between FPIC and the violation of traditional laws and customs – the first act,
or layer, of interpretation, subsequently subject to the worldviews and interpretations of various
stakeholders. However, staying true to the nature of any translation, what was lost in translating
these concepts into law?
The close-readings presented within Chapter Three begin to provide an answer to this
question as effective interpretations of interpretations aimed at operationalizing FPIC. In
comparison to the other texts, the analysis of the UNDRIP was surprising insofar as it detailed
little about FPIC’s nature, and instead articulated a variety of macro-goals which FPIC plays an
instrumental role in attaining. On the other hand, the UNPFII’s Report detailed a multitude of
perspectives, as did the AIPP and Grand Chief John in his presentation, many of which were
missing, or not explicitly articulated, within the financial texts. These interpretations play a crucial
role in fleshing out FPIC on a conceptual level – in articulating, and reaching a consensus, about
its intended nature, function and goal. The UNDRIP, significant and emancipatory as it is, is
innately limited by the fact that it is a piece of law, written in legal language that has been the
product of extensive negotiation and compromise.
Language, unstable and imprecise, is exceptionally important when ensuring that both
parties come to the negotiating table with the same understanding of FPIC. Free, prior and
informed consent, as a meeting place between the different worldviews held by the involved
parties, becomes all the more fraught when considering the discrepancies in interpretation evident.
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While this analysis represents the beginning of the inquiry, in reference to my original guiding
question, it is evident that the discordant interpretations of FPIC’s conceptual layer must be a
contributing factor to its repeated failure in implementation.
Many of the perspectives examined within this paper agree that FPIC enables dialogue
between parties; I see FPIC as functioning more profoundly. When considered in its entirety, in
conjunction with its myriad interpretations, FPIC can be thought of as a channel, through which
Indigenous peoples build bridges across worldviews, empowered to communicate their own
context-specific interpretation of free, prior and informed consent. As an inherently interpretive
right, the battle to standardize free, prior and informed consent must accept this fact, and find a
way to prioritize the Indigenous perspectives which flesh out FPIC’s multi-faceted nature beyond
its legal delineation, in line with the right’s decolonizing directive.
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Annex I: Guidelines on Implementing FPIC
* Denotes that the text was analyzed within Chapter Three.
Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact. “Training Manual for Indigenous Peoples on Free, Prior and
Informed Consent (FPIC).” Accessed December 12, 2016, http://aippnet.org/trainingmanual-for-indigenous-peoples-on-free-prior-and-informed-consent-fpic/
Boreal Leadership Council. “Understanding Successful Approaches to Free, Prior, and Informed
Consent in Canada. Part 1.” September 2015. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://borealcouncil.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/BLC_FPIC_Successes_Report_Sept_2015_E.pdf
Buxton, Abbi and Emma Wilson. FPIC and the Extractive Industries: A Guide to Applying the
Spirit of Free, Prior and Informed Consent in Industrial Projects. London :International
Institute for Environment and Development, 2013. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/16530IIED.pdf.
Colchester, Marcus. “Free, Prior and Informed Consent: Making FPIC work for forests and
peoples.” The Forests Dialogue (TFD) (2010). Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2010/10/tfdfpicresearchpapercol
chesterhi-res2.pdf.
Colchester, Marcus and Fergus MacKay. “In Search of Middle Ground: Indigenous Peoples,
Collective Representation, and the Right to Free, Prior and Informed Consent” (Paper
presented to the 10th Conference of the International Association for the Study of
Common Property Oaxaca, August 2004). Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2010/08/fpicipsaug04eng.pdf.
Cordone, Antonella. How to Do: Seeking Free, Prior and Informed Consent in IFAD Investment
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Projects. Rome: International Fund for Agricultural Development, 2015. Accessed
January 5, 2017, https://www.ifad.org/documents/10180/beec86e1-270d-45a1-87864b749c9db733 *
Doyle, Cathal and J. Cariño “Making Free, Prior & Informed Consent a Reality, Indigenous
Peoples and the Extractive Sector” (2013). Accessed January 16, 2017.
www.piplinks.org/makingfpicareality.
Forest Peoples Programme. “Free, Prior and Informed Consent: Two Cases from Suriname.”
March 2007. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2010/08/fpicsurinamemar07eng.
pdf.
Franco, Jennifer. “Reclaiming Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) in the context of global
land grabs.” 2014. Accessed January 16, 2017.
https://www.tni.org/files/download/reclaiming_fpic_0.pdf
Shift, Oxfam and Global Compact Network Netherlands. “Doing Business with Respect for
Human Rights: A Guidance Tool for Companies”. 2016. Accessed January 16, 2017.
https://www.businessrespecthumanrights.org/image/2016/10/24/business_respect_huma
n_rights_full.pdf
Stratos Inc. “Emerging Transparency Standards, Expectations and Practices for Mining
Companies.” April 2013. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://mining.ca/sites/default/files/documents/EmergingTransparencyStandardsExpectati
onsandPracticesforMining.pdf.
UN Global Compact. “Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and the Role of Free, Prior and Informed
Consent: A Good Practice Note endorsed by the United Nations Global Compact
Human Rights and Labour Working Group.” 20 February 2014. Accessed January 16,
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2017.https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/human_rights/Human_Rights_
Working_Group/FPIC_Indigenous_Peoples_GPN.pdf *
International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM). “Good Practice Guide: Indigenous Peoples
and Mining (Second Edition).” 2015. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.icmm.com/website/publications/pdfs/9520.pdf.*
International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM). “Indigenous Peoples and Mining: Position
Statement.” May 2013. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://hub.icmm.com/document/5433.*
Sosa, Irene. “License to Operate: Indigenous Relations and Free Prior and Informed Consent in
the Mining Industry.” Sustainalytics, October 2011. Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.sustainalytics.com/sites/default/files/indigenouspeople_fpic_final.pdf.
Sustainalytics. “Free, Prior and Informed Consent and Indigenous Relations Webinar – Q & A.”
Accessed January 16, 2017.
http://www.sustainalytics.com/sites/default/files/fpic_webinar_q_a_0.pdf.
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Annex II: Diagrams of Interpretations of FPIC
Figure 1: FPIC as Endorsed by the UNPFII

Figure 2: FPIC as described in the UNDRIP

Figure 3: FPIC as understood by the ICMM

Figure 4: FPIC as understood by the UN Global Compact

Figure 5: FPIC as understood by the IFC
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Figure 6: FPIC as understood by IFAD

Figure 7: FPIC as understood by the AIPP

Figure 8: FPIC as understood by the FNS and Grand Chief John
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